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S t u d e n t s  t o r c h  F u l l e r  L a b s
Heidi Lundy 
Features Editor
Last Thursday at 2:30 a.m. a fire 
was reported in a dumpster outside 
Fuller Laboratories. Shortly after, 
smoke was seen coming from the 
basement of Fuller Labs. Worcester 
Fire Department and WPI police re­
sponded at once and contained the 
fire. A second dumpster fire was 
discovered nearby and extinguished.
Two students were taken into 
custody shortly after the incident and 
arraigned Thursday morning in the 
W orcester Central District Court. 
The students were Mark Pawloski, a 
junior Civil Engineering major, and 
Chris Luczkow, a sophomore Math 
major. Chris was held on $2000 bail 
and Mark was released on personal 
recognizance.
On Thursday campus police told 
Newspeak that there was an earlier 
dumpster fire outside of Washburn. It 
w asn’t necessary to evacuate the 
building and the fire was extin­
guished. Phi Gamma Delta’s rock 
was also burned Thursday night, but 
campus police didn’t connect the inci­
dents.
The Fuller fire was started in an 
area in the subbasement where 5 gal­
lon buckets of paint were stored. 
Approximately 250 square feet of the 
area in the sub-basement on the Salis­
bury Street side of the building was 
seriously damaged by fire. There was 
a lot o f smoke in the offices on the 
floor above the fire.
The expensive damage was 
caused by the water and by the fire 
melting the wiring network and wire 
supports. The heat apparently dam­
aged wires up as far as the second 
floor. The phones in the Computer 
Science Department and in some of 
the offices were unusable Thursday. 
Plant Services hooked up about a 
dozen temporary phones to replace 
those that were nonfunctional. Mr. 
John Miller, Vice President of Physi­
cal Plant and Dave Cyganski, Vice 
President of Information Systems and 
Services investigated the melted wir­
ing to find the extent of the damages.
As of Friday afternoon Mr. Miller 
wasn’t able to give an estimate of the 
damages. He commented at that point 
that they didn’t know yet exactly how 
much would have to be replaced. For 
example, it was impossible to tell so 
quickly whether the floor tiles could 
be cleaned or would have to be re-
continued on page 3
Charred Cables and wires in Fuller’s basement represent the twisted efforts o f two WPI students.
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N a t i o n a l  W o m e n ’s  H i s t o r y  m o n t h  o b s e r v e d  a t  W P I
March 8th is Internat ional  
Women’s Day and has been since the 
day in the 1800’s when hundreds of 
women got fed up with working in 
overcrowded mills for poor wages 
and no recognition.
10 years ago m em bers of a 
women’s history class at Sonoma 
S tate  Universi ty in C aliforn ia 
founded an organization called the 
National Women’s History Project.
Four members of the class used photo­
graphs from magazines and history 
books to put together a slide show 
they called “WE THE WOMEN.” 
Although the slide show was just a 
project for the course, the class re­
sponse was one of surprise and con­
templation so they went on to show it 
to the Commission on the Status of 
Women and other women’s groups. 
All of the reactions were the same,
viewers had seen a version of history 
they never knew existed; one with 
women in it.
The four women traveled through 
the state with their show for several 
years and eventually became affili­
ated with the Sonoma County Com­
mission on the Status of Women. 
They began to work in local schools 
and organizations and to celebrate 
Women’s History Week. They coor-
I F C  j u d i c i a l  b o a r d  c r e a t e d
Last fall the WPI Interfratemity 
Council (IFC) penned a judicial 
constitution to specify guidelines for 
the fraternity system on our campus. 
This move was in response to the 
changing relationship between the 
WPI Greek System and administra­
tion. As expressed in a campus-wide 
letter sent out in the fall, the school no 
longer plays a regulatory role in gov­
erning the fraternities, but rather as­
sumes more of an advisory position. 
Consequently, the IFC recognized the 
need for its own judicial system to 
enforce the ideals established by the 
IFC Constitution and Fraternity Rela­
tionship Statement. This body is the 
IFC Judicial Board (IFCJB), which 
has the responsibility of hearing cases 
involving chapter violations of the 
Fraternity Code of Conduct, which 
includes the WPI Campus Code, all 
IFC policies, and the Fraternity Rela­
tionship Statement. This Board deter­
mines chapter guilt or innocence in 
any grievance, and in the event of a 
guilty finding, the board must impose 
appropria te  sanctions on the 
chapter(s) in question. This repre­
sents the first attempt in over 15 years 
by the WPI fraternity system to gov­
ern itself in matters of this type.
The IFCJB consists of one ap­
pointed student justice from each of 
the 11 fraternities. If an incident 
occurs involving a chapter which is 
believed to violate the Fraternity 
Code of Conduct, it can be brought 
before the IFCJB by any member of 
the WPI community. The Board then 
determines first if the incident does 
involve the entire chapter or just sev­
eral individuals acting on their own. 
If the incident is deemed a chapter 
event, the Board hears a case and 
renders a decision. In accordance 
with due process, an appeal process is 
also provided for. In order to prepare 
for the responsibility of the justice 
position, the 11 students must un­
dergo an extensive training process. 
For this year’s inaugural Board, the 
training took place over the course of 
several months last fall. The justices 
discussed and were educated on such 
topics as the ethics of decision-mak­
ing, procedural due process, and the 
rights of the accused. The training 
program was organized by Assistant 
Dean of Students Nancy Hunter Den­
ney and IFC Consultant John Boyle 
(ME ’90). Also participating in the 
training were Prof. Tom Shannon, 
Dean Janet R ichardson, Greg 
Baryluk, and Bob Dietrich. Next 
year’s justices will be trained during
Memorial for Student
A service will be held in the St. Joseph Memorial Chapel at Holy 
Cross today (13 February) at 4:00 p.m. for Lt.(j.g.) John Patrick Connors, 
a former member of the Holy Cross NROTC and Chemical Engineering 
student at WPI. He lost his life for his country in the Panamanian invasion.
D-term and assume their positions for 
A-term.
The current justices on the TIFCJB 
include the following: Jim Calarese- 
Phi Sigma Kappa, John Ford- Phi 
Kappa Theta, Charles Homan- Tau 
Kappa Epsilon, Tom Jutras- Alpha 
Tau Omega, Paul Kirkitelos- Sigma 
Pi, Thomas LaRosa- Theta Chi, Mike 
Lemberger- Alpha Chi Rho, Mac 
Licciandi- Phi Gamma Delta, James 
Maynard- Zeta Psi, Brian Smith- 
Sigma Phi Epsilon, Robert Vary- 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon.
dinated the weeks celebration with 
International Women’s Day. People 
as far away as Maryland and New 
York heard about the group who were 
trying to teach people that women 
really existed in history and wrote for 
information and materials.
It was in 1981 that the Project 
organized as a National, educational, 
non-profit organization to “promote 
the multicultural study of women’s 
history in grades K indergarten 
through 12th.” Their first publication 
was an 60 page materials catalog and 
organizational guide. They were 
awarded grants through the Women’s 
Equity Act which they used to fund 
more curricular materials.
Today the Project employs 6 full­
time women and many part-time 
workers and volunteers. They publish 
a quarterly newsletter and an annual 
catalog of videotapes, books, and 
posters that describe their cause. 
Many workshops and conferences are 
organized by the Project for State 
Departments and groups throughout
the country. They produce a video 
series called “Women in American 
Life,” and record information and 
maintain archives on notable women.
Recently the entire month of 
March was designated Women’s His­
tory Month. The 1990 theme is Cou­
rageous Voices Echoing in our Lives, 
and one of the popular mottos is 
“Write women back into history!”
The purpose of the observance of 
Women’s History Month at WPI is 
not to separate the campus into two 
groups, feminists and nonfeminists, 
but to have the whole campus recog­
nize what most of us already do, that 
women make up at least half of the 
past, present and the future. Look for 
bulletin boards, movies, and a combi­
nation picnic/lecture coming soon to 
WPI to educate you about women who 
have made their mark on history. 
Anyone interested in learning more 
about Women’s History Month or in 
planning activities at WPI can contact 
the Women’s Issues Committee, care 
of the Dean of Students Office.
C h a n g e s  in th e  h o u s in g  lo tte ry
by Peggy Jablonski 
Director o f Housing
The Housing Lottery for 1990- 
1991 will see several changes in the 
numbers and types of space available 
for upperclass students. Due to the 
addition of Institute Hall for freshmen 
males, we now have the ability to offer 
more upperclass spaces in the Stod­
dards and Riley. Two houses, 26 
Hackfeld and 22 Schussler, that were 
previously reserved for freshmen, 
will now be upperclass. The houses 
provide a small community environ­
ment where students enjoy sharing a 
“home.” One of our other houses, 
World House on 16 Elbridge Street, is 
a theme house for students interested 
in international issues. Students must 
apply to World House separate from 
the Lottery. Applications are avail­
able in the Dean of Students Office.
Another change for next year will 
be in the Stoddard Complex. Pres­
ently one building houses two floors
of women. Next year, two buildings 
will have one floor of women each, 
thereby creating two co-ed buildings 
in the complex.
Two information sessions will be 
held in the Lower Wedge (Thursday, 
February 15 at 4:30 p.m. and Monday, 
February 19 at 5:00 p.m.). These 
meetings will provide the opportunity 
for all students to ask questions re­
garding the lottery process, the appli­
cation, or spaces available on campus. 
Representatives of the Residence Hall
Council (RHC) will also be present. 
RHC will be assisting in the Lottery as 
they have done in the past.
The Housing Lottery will be held 
on March 27 and 28 in the Wedge. 
Lottery numbers will be posted during 
Spring Break. Last year we spent 
approximately three hours the first 
night calling numbers 1 - 150. On the 
second evening, we call all numbers 
until there are no spaces available. 
We hope the process this year will run 
as smoothly as last. Good luck!
Search for Dean of 
Undergraduate Studies
Applications are now being accepted for the position of Dean of 
Undergraduate Studies. Applicants must be full-time members of the 
faculty. All applications and supporting documentation must be for­
warded directly to the Personnel Manager, Ms. Harriet W. Fresolo, by the 
deadline of 4:00 p.m. on Wednesday, February 28. Please contact Prof 
Ken Scott, Search Committee Chair, for additional information.
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World News
In Moscow last weekend, 100,000 people 
demonstrated against the Communist party’s 
monopoly on power and demanded free elec­
tions. It was the largest protest in the Soviet 
Union in 70 years. People carried the pre- 
Lenin flag of Russia and carried signs that said 
“Remember Romania”. Gorbachev proposed 
that the Communist Party relinquish its mo­
nopoly on power. While the move was criti­
cized by both conservatives and reformers, 
Gorbachev won support on all major points.
In South Africa, President F.W. de Klerk 
announced the release of Nelson Mandela, 
head of the recently legalized African National 
Congress. Mandela has been in jail for 27 years 
for treason.
There was increased talk of German reuni­
fication, but there are still several barriers. The 
West German government formed a commit­
tee on Reunification. West German Chancel­
lor Kohl proposed that the East and West 
German currencies be united. However, the 
West German Bundesbank did not agree with 
Kohl. Kohl set plans to meet with Gorbachev 
to discuss Soviet security. In East Germany, 
the non communists now hold cabinet level 
posts for the first time in over 40 years, and less 
than half o f the 36 posts are held by Commu­
nists.
Secretary of State James Baker visited 
Czechoslovakian President Vaclav Hazel, and 
Havel set forth a proposal that would lead to the 
withdrawal of all Soviet and US troops from 
Europe. After Baker left, 30,000 people pro­
tested in the Czech capital of Prague, demand­
ing that the 75,000 Soviet troops stationed 
there since the 1968 uprising leave by the end 
of May. The Soviets want to pull them out 
slowly, and have been met by opposition from 
Czech prime minister Calfa. Calfa argues that 
since the troops arrived basically overnight in 
1968, it should take less than a year for them to 
leave.
Meanwhile, in Poland, President Jaruzelski 
said that there would be no rapid troop with­
drawal until the question of German Reunifi­
cation was settled, and that they were assured 
that the Germans would not try and regain 
territory lost to Poland after World War II.
In Beijing, Chinese Communist Party offi­
cials have said that any East bloc style reforms 
would lead to a civil war. In an editorial in the 
People’s Daily, the paper said that the Commu­
nists would not relinquish power, and that they 
had widespread support among the people.
Indian troops fired upon 4,000 Pakistanis 
attempting to enter the Kashmir province of 
India, which has been the sight of a recent 
Moslem uprising for independence. About 10 
people were killed in the incident.
11 Israeli tourists were killed on a tour bus 
outside of Cairo, Egypt when two masked 
gunmen open fired upon the bus. The attack 
was condemned by both Egyptian and Israeli 
leaders.
In Beirut, General Aoun’s forces captured a 
military base from the Lebanese Forces mili­
tia. Aoun’s forces have been fighting for 
control of the Christian area of Beirut, but 
many experts feel that it is unlikely Aoun’s 
forces will succeed until after weeks of fight­
ing takes place. So far, over 300 people have 
died in the struggle.
In Costa Rica, Calderon, a member of the 
opposition Social Christian party, won the 
election for Presidency. Calderon will succeed 
Nobel Peace Prize winner Oscar Arias.
Treasury Secretary Nicholas Brady and 
Mexican President Salinas signed a pact aimed 
at reducing the debt of Mexico, but also help 
strengthen its economy.
National News
Off the coast of California, the American 
Trader tanker leaked 290,000 gallons of oil 
into the sea as its anchor struck the hull. Calm 
seas and favorable winds helped keep the oil 
off Huntington Beach, and skimmer ships and 
restriction booms were put in place to try and 
minimize the effects of the spill. Later, clumps 
of oil did start to wash ashore, and local resi­
dents started to wipe up the spills. However, a 
BP spokesman said that they would rather have 
their clean up crews do the work because they 
wore protective clothing, and did not want to 
get involved in any lawsuits with residents who 
hurt themselves. Officials have praised the 
clean up efforts of BP to contain the spill.
A bill was introduced into the Senate and 
House that would overturn recent Supreme 
Court decisions that made it hard to prove job 
bias. They also passed a bill that would create 
a “Hate Crime” database, which would keep 
track of crimes committed against someone 
because of their religion, sex, gender, ethnic­
ity, or national affiliation.
Oliver North asked an Appeals court to 
overturn his conviction, arguing that the prose­
cution, witnesses and jurors were “tainted” by 
his congressional testimony. In other news, 
former President Reagan will make a video
deposition to defend former National Security 
Advisor John Poindexter. The tape can then be 
edited before shown to jurors, so anything 
dealing with national security or top secrets 
will be edited out.
A Judge in Miami said that Noriega will 
stand trial for drug trafficking in Florida, re­
jecting a claim made by Noriega’s lawyers that 
the court had no jurisdiction in the trial.
Los Angeles school board officials pro­
posed staggered year round schooling by 1993 
to help alleviate the overcrowding problems. 
Under the new proposal, 63,000 more seats 
would be available each year. However, the 
move was met by opposition by parents and 
school children.
Economic News
Georgia Pacific won a major court battle, in 
which the judge said that GP needed only two
World House: more
by Ajay Khanna 
and Rhodia Christodoulidou
World House is a residence hall located on 
16 Elbridge Street, near the WPI Campus. It is 
a member of the WPI House unit and houses 16 
students, including the Resident Advisor.
World House is currently the only special 
interest residence hall. It was first introduced 
to the WPI Campus as a house with a special 
theme in 1988. This is the second academic 
year that the house has a role other than that of 
a residence hall. To get in, you do not have to 
go through the lottery system.
It seeks to educate students on international 
issues, act as a forum for discussion and pres­
entation and stimulate interest in international 
issues across campus. It is NOT meant to be a 
house for international students as many 
people assume. Students who want to live 
there must express an interest in international 
issues. Any undergraduate upperclass student, 
American or international, can live there as 
long as he/she is interested in foreign cultures 
or affairs. Political, religious, and racial issues 
are some of the most common issues discussed 
in the World House.
In order to fulfill the needs of the house, a 
student committee was formed at the begin­
ning of this academic year. The responsibility 
of the committee is to organize events and 
discussions associated with the house’s theme. 
The programs that we had this year consist of
thirds of the shares to oust the current board 
members of Great Northern Nekoosa paper 
company. Thus, it appears likely that Georgia 
Pacific will be able to complete their hostile 
take over of Nekoosa for $3.47 billion.
The Social Security tax cut proposed by 
Moynihan now seems unlikely because Senate 
finance committee Lloyd Bentsen opposed the 
move.
Correction
Last week, it was reported that an independ­
ent prosecutor was going to investigate former 
HUD Secretary Louis Sullivan. The former 
HUD secretary was Sam Pierce.
compiled by George Regnery 
Newspeak Staff
than a residence hall
a discussion about the international views on 
abortion in October, a film on South Africa and 
discussion following on November 2,1989 and 
the film “We Shall Overcome” last Tuesday, 
February 6, 1990. We also see some famous 
foreign movies, with subtitles, almost every 
Friday. Any student of WPI is welcome to 
attend.
The film “We Shall Overcome” was based 
on the song by the same name which has 
become a song for independence and has been 
a part of some important revolutionary move­
ments all over the world. It has been translated 
into quite a few languages, and has affected the 
lives of many people all over the world. The 
film concentrated on interviewing various 
people and asking them how the song had 
affected them. Since it is also Black History 
Month, a few black leaders from the Worcester 
area came to speak to the students. The song 
became popular here when the Civil Rights 
Movement in the United States began in the 
1960’s. There were about 15 Worcesterites 
there who had come to see the movie and listen 
to the speeches by the black leaders.
WPI has a strong interest in foreign issues 
and cultures, and the World House is an excit­
ing place to be in if that’s where your interests 
lie. Just come down to 16 Elbridge Street to 
find out what it’s like! Who knows, maybe 
tomorrow you’ll be in a foreign country, and 
you’ll be thankful you came to live there.
A . A. Z A M A R R O  R E A L T Y  C O . 
21 IN S T IT U T E  R O A D  
W O R C E S T E R , M A
APARTMENTS APARTMENTS APARTMENTS
DON’T WAIT! WONT LAST!
* Walking distance to WPI
* Clean: Studios, 1, 2, 3 bedroom units
* Gorgeous Victorian Buildings
* Locations: 21 Institute Rd 
15 Dean Street 
10,14,45 Lancaster Street 
59 Dover Street
88 Elm Street
* Starting Rent $350 and up
* Applianced kitchens, tiled baths
* Occupancy June 1,1990
Call today for an appointment! 
795-0010 days 
752-5169 or 752-7822 evenings 
If lease signed and fully executed by April 1,1990 Bonus to Tenants! 
Offered by 
. , , A. A., Zamarro Realty Company
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John Miller, Head of Plant Services, oversees the clean-up of water from Fuller's 
sprinkler system.
continued from page 1
S t u d e n t s  t o r c h  F u l le r  L a b s
placed. Also, the thin-wire ethemet cables will 
have to be replaced from end to end because it 
cannot be spliced reliably. Monday morning 
he will meet with Frances Harvey and Sons, the 
contractor who will be doing the repair work.
Mr Miller should have a monetary estimate 
later this week.
The two students were charged officially 
with one count of burning a building and two 
counts of burning public property. At WPI 
they were suspended, and Bernard Brown,
Vice President of Student Affairs said that the 
school is in the process of taking action pend­
ing a hearing, either Administrative or through 
the Student Hearing Board. Apparently the 
Student Hearing Board takes longer to organ­
ize so the Administrative route is the shorter 
one to travel, but that depends on the decisions 
of Mark and Chris. Contingent on the results of 
the hearing, Mr. Brown will make another 
recommendation as to the future of Mark and
A c a d e m ic  C o m m itte e  
in te rv ie w in g  fo r new  m e m b e rs
Chris at WPI.
There was an unusually high number of 
students in the building at the time of the fire, 
many working on a project for their ES6200 
class. No one was hurt, but there were several 
eyewitnesses who evacuated at the sound of the 
fire alarm, then went back into the building 
presuming it was a drill. When they opened the 
doors to go in they smelled smoke and called 
the police. The fire trucks came and the 
students were evacuated once again. Some of 
the students then went to Atwater Kent to 
continue working. Shortly after several stu­
dents reported smelling smoke again, which 
apparently was from the second dumpster fire.
The spaces in the basement that were 
burned were empty. They will eventually be 
laboratories for the Computer Science Depart­
ment. These laboratories were scheduled to 
open at the end of this academic year.
by Stephen Nelson 
Associate Editor
The Academic Committee is now accepting 
names for next year’s Committee. The com­
mittee would like to talk to students who can 
spend an hour a week representing the student 
body on various faculty committees. Aca­
demic Committee members serve on the Fac­
ulty Awards Committee, Educational Devel­
opment Council, Institute Budget Committee, 
Committee on Academic Operations, Com­
mittee on Academic Policy and the Committee 
on Student Advising.
The Institute Budget Committee partici­
pates in putting together the WPI budget for the 
following year. Members review the progress 
of the budgeting process and make suggestions 
concerning the use of institute funds.
The Faculty Awards Committee makes an 
annual presentation to a member of the faculty 
as chosen by faculty and student nominations 
for his teaching, research and other contribu­
tions to the WPI community.
The Educational Development Council
awards money to the faculty of WPI for proj­
ects to improve the quality and creativity of 
education at the institute. Awards help pro­
duce instructional videotapes, new courses and 
development of new teaching equipment.
The Committee on Student Advising exam­
ines the quality of the advising program at 
WPI. Students can express problems with the 
system and work out solutions with members 
of the faculty. When the catalog and schedul­
ing system were put on-line the members of the 
committee also sought student input on what 
other resources advisors should have on-line.
The Committee on Academic Policy and the 
Committee on Academic Operations both are 
concerned with new courses, course sequence 
and other academic problems and concerns. 
Student members on these committees have 
the opportunity to help direct academics at 
WPI.
If you would be interested on serving on any 
of these committees please send your name, 
box #, telephone number and major to Stephen 
Nelson at Box 2307.
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Do you want to live on campus next year?
Then enter the HOUSING LOTTERY 
Tuesday, March 27 and Vfednesday, March 28
Pick up instructions and application frcm 
Housing and Residential Life, Ellsworth 16
Applications are due on February 28 
Don't be left out in the cold!
-fo I’wO
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C o m p u t e r  V i r u s e s  o n  t h e  r i s e  a f t e r  M o r r i s  T r i a l
(CPS) —  An alarming number of computer 
viruses have infected college computing cen­
ters in recent weeks.
Computer systems at Yale University, 
Mankato State University in Minnesota, Vir­
ginia Tech and the University o f Wisconsin’s 
Eau Claire campus all have recently come 
down with some sort of virus.
Viruses —  programs that spread themselves 
through other programs — range from nothing 
more than startling pranks that do no damage to 
infections that can destroy unlimited amounts 
of information.
The new epidemic follows the highly publi­
cized trial o f former Cornell University student
Robert Morris, who in 1988 infected a nation­
wide network and shut down some 6,000 
computers in research labs and college cam­
puses. That incident sparked a series of “copy­
cat” crimes at campuses around the country at 
the time.
On Jan. 22, Morris was found guilty of 
tampering. He faces a maximum sentence of 
five years in prison plus a $250,000 fine.
R.C. Mendez of American Computer Secu­
rity Industries In Nashville, Tenn., would not 
rule out the possibility that the Morris trial 
inspired more copycats to start the new epi­
demic, but believed it really can be traced to the 
proliferation of computers on campuses.
“More colleges are putting more money 
into technology,” said Mendez, whose com­
pany makes hardware to protect computers 
from viruses.
W hatever the reasons, viruses called 
“Brain,” “Yankee Doodle,” “ 1701-1704” and 
“Stoned/Marijuana” have infected disks at 
Mankato’s computing center, with varying 
effects. The Yankee Doodle strain, for in­
stance, is a “time bomb” style virus that waits 
until the computer’s clock reaches 5 p.m., and 
then plays the song “Yankee Doodle” while 
deleting files.
The Yankee Doodle strain also has struck 
Yale. Students, many of whom use the
MacWrite word processing program, found a 
cryptic warning on their registration packet: 
“Beware MacWrite: it may vaporize your 
paper.”
Employees at the Academic Computing 
Center at Eau Claire had to use a disinfectant 
software to rid campus computers of a strain 
called “NvirA.”
Virginia Tech officials think a virus that has 
infected several computers in its Department 
of Management Science may have been intro­
duced by students in a certain class that got 
copies of university licensed disks.
A n o th e r  
s c h o o l b a n s  
p a r t ie s  th a t  
in v o lv e  
a lc o h o l
(CPS) —  Clemson University became the 
second school in three weeks to ban some kinds 
of on-campus parties.
A ban on school parties that involve alcohol 
will be in effect at least until mid-February, 
campus officials said, when the school will 
begin a year-long review of its drinking poli­
cies.
The action was precipitated by the Decem­
ber death of Clemson student Shannon Gill, 
who got drunk at an Alpha Tau Omega party 
and fell to her death from the ATO house’s 
third floor.
In the wake of two student parties that ended 
in fights, University of Akron President Wil­
liam Muse banned on-campus dances where 
admission is charged, at least until UA can 
come up with new rules to control student 
behavior.
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LEARN THE LESSONS OF LEADERSHIP THROUGH AIR FORCE ROTC.
^  
8 A _____________
Ask anyone who joined Air 
Force ROTC. Ask about the training 
in m anagem ent p ra c tic e s .. .  about the 
variety of experiences tha t ROTC o ffe rs.. .  
about th e  chance to  learn new  skills and 
responsibilities.
You’ll find that Air Force ROTC adds a  whole 
new dim ension to  your education, and  develops a  leader 
in the  Air Force.
Learn more: call
AIR FORCE ROTC 
518-793-3343
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Leadership Excellence Starts Here
S A V E  2 0 %
OFF ANY ITEM 
WITH RED IN IT!
*Except Textbooks
VALENTINE’S 
DAY ONLY
A T  T H E
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ott reopened the bid process for the right to sell 
pizza to Chapel Hill students, eventually add­
ing Pizza Hut, another national chain, and 
Gumby’s, a local pizzeria whose owner had 
threatened to sue Carolina Food Services, to 
the plan.
Under the deal, students who live on cam­
pus have to deposit at least $ 100 a semester into 
a “food” account. Using their meal card, they 
can charge against the account at on-campus 
eateries and, off campus, at Domino’s, Pizza 
Hut or Gumby’s.
It’s especially hurt Hampton’s business. 
Last term, when he had just Domino’s to 
contend with, he delivered between 50 and 60 
pizzas a night to dorm residents. Since Janu­
ary, the number has dropped to about five a 
night.
“The whole bidding process was com­
pletely bogus,” said Hampton, who is consid­
ering legal action to invalidate the pizza con­
tracts. “The best possible situation is to leave 
the market alone.”
University Pizza has survived by offering 
non-pizza items, but Hampton is worried 
Marriott will try to contract with other restau­
rant chains to sell other food.
Marriott itself has started selling pizza by 
signing on to operate small Pizza Hut kiosks
directly on school grounds at nearly 80 other 
campuses this academic year.
The corporation hasn’t heard apy com­
plaints about hurting local business, said 
Marriott spokeswoman Kathy Boyle.
“I don’t know if it’s unfair as I thought,” 
said Dick Luna, president of the Chamber of 
Commerce in Davis, Calif., where Marriott 
recently put up a Pizza Hut kiosk at the Univer­
sity of Califomia-Davis. Last August, after the 
project got off the ground, Luna was a vocal 
critic, calling the plan unfair competition.
Off-campus pizza places, Luna observed, 
“have had to be more creative, innovative and 
competitive."
Davis pizza places haven’t noticed much 
difference. “There hasn’t been any big 
change,” said Cathy Wilkinson of Steve’s 
Place, a pizza place near UC-Davis.
At other places with on-campus Pizza Huts
—  such as Central Missouri State University in 
Warrensburg —  sales by independent pizza 
vendors don’t seem to have fallen off, either.
“We haven’t noticed anything at all,” said 
Justin Chastain, an assistant manager at Godfa­
ther’s Pizza, where about 80 percent of the 
business comes from Central Missouri stu­
dents.
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S t u d e n t s  p r o t e s t  p r o p o s e d  t u i t io n  h ik e s
(CPS) — Trying to keep the lid on annual 
tuition hikes, students at Pacific Lutheran 
University in Washington and Syracuse Uni­
versity in New York spent the last week in 
January protesting proposed increases.
At Pacific Lutheran, where administrators 
proposed raising prices next school year by
11.6 percent to $10,449, about 900 students 
signed a petition blasting the proposed hike, 
the largest one in four years.
The proposed increase, said student govern­
ment president Brian Slater, “ is for more 
money than what they need to run the univer­
sity effectively.”
Students at Syracuse finished a week-long
boycott Feb. 2 of the school’s main dining 
facility and bookstores to protest a 9.94 percent 
increase, which will bring the cost of tuition to 
$11,728 per academic year.
“We are trying to impose economic sanc­
tions upon the university,” said boycott organ­
izer Carl Shidlow.
Syracuse spokesman Darryl Geddes dis­
missed the protest, saying the boycott “does 
not seem helpful to the cause of the students 
who seek a quality education at reasonably 
controlled tuition levels.”
The demonstrations could be the beginning 
of another round of protests similar to last year, 
when students at the University of New Mex­
ico, Rutgers University in New Jersey and the 
City University of New York system angrily 
reacted to announcements of tuition hikes.
Most institutions spend January, February 
and March making initial proposals for what to 
charge students for the next academic year.
For example, the Utah Board of Regents 
recommended a 3 percent increase for two- 
year schools and a 7 percent hike for four-year 
institutions in 1990-91. The Florida Board of 
Regents proposed raising tuition at state cam­
puses by 15 percent.
Nationwide, college tuition rose an average 
of 5-to-9 percent from the 1988-89 to the 1989- 
90 school years, the College Board reported.
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(CPS) — A meal plan at the University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill that lets students 
charge pizzas ordered from certain stores has 
forced two local businesses to close, and has 
another one thinking about suing.
The meal plan has “hurt the entire commu­
nity,” claims Doug Hampton, owner of Uni­
versity Pizza, one of three Chapel Hill pizze­
rias excluded from UNC’s dorm delivery pizza 
business.
Two of the businesses — Hungry Howie’s, 
and more recently, Checker’s — have closed 
down.
Under the plan, students can have pizza 
delivered to their campus rooms, and charge 
the cost to their school food service accounts.
While it’s very convenient for students, 
local pizza business owners say the arrange­
ment effectively helps huge national corpora­
tions like Domino’s and Pizza Hut put small, 
mom-and-pop competitors out of business.
The Marriott Corporation’s Carolina Din­
ing Services, which runs UNC’s food service, 
started the controversy in 1988, when it signed 
a deal with Domino’s Pizza to let students 
charge pizzas they ordered from the local 
Domino’s outlet. The pact excluded other 
kinds of pizzas from the plan.
After other companies complained, Marri-
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S u n  R a  a n d  h i s  I n t e r g a l a c t i c  A r k e s t r a  in  H a r r i n g t o n
by Shawn Zimmerman 
Newspeak Staff
“What do you do when you know that you 
know
That you know that you’re wrong?
You got to face the music,
You got to listen to the Cosmos Song.”
That pretty much sums up the attitude of 
Sun-Ra and his Intergalactic Arkestra. They 
played Sunday night in Harrington Audito­
rium, despite all immediate indications to the 
contrary.
The night started badly. I knew something 
was very wrong when I stumbled in several 
minutes late, and the bodies were still pouring 
out of the doors. Somehow 1 wedged myself 
into the actual auditorium, and immediately 
wished I hadn’t. You know those pictures of 
New Delhi with the street people stacking 
themselves like cordwood to fit? This was 
worse. Well, maybe it wasn’t, but it sure 
sounds good.
Once they let us in, we still had to wait for 
over half an hour before anything else hap­
pened. This wait wasn’t so bad, though. Over 
the speakers was playing some excellent 
“while you wait music.” It sounded like 1950’s 
Big Band Jazz. The wait also gave us some 
time to examine the impressive array of instru­
ments littering the stage. Most notable was the 
Big Funky Drum, but also present were a sax, 
some other drums, a keyboard, some drums, a 
bass, an enormous bassoon, some brass, and 
probably a bunch of others that I missed in the 
confusion. The wait also gave us a chance to 
examine the crowd. There were a bunch of 
outlandishly garbed beatnik type Ra-Heads 
who looked like they might migrate like the 
Deadheads. They were the most obviously 
appreciative members of the audience. The 
rest of the audience seemed comprised of more 
tamely attired college students. Incidentally, 
during the interminable delay, Joe and I 
formed Punks for Jazz. T-Shirts will be avail­
able shortly.
After waiting for over an hour, we had 
reached the Theorizing stage of concerts. This 
is the one where the infinite possibilities of
shooting popcorn at each other’s mouths and 
insulting friends from across the room start to 
pale, and you start hypothesizing the cause of 
the delay. The winner was: That isn’t just good 
“while you wait music,” it’s them; they’re 
backstage in their underwear playing and just 
piping it in.
Before we could explore the serious philo­
sophical implications of this, someone from 
Soccomm came on and announced that there 
would indeed be a concert after all, and intro­
duced Bob Jordan, the head of the Jazz Worc­
ester Festival. He told us a few things about the 
Festival (it’s gone on all week) and about Sun- 
Ra (he’s been around since the ’50s and started 
this Arkestra in ’66).
Then the band started to drift on. They were 
dressed up in even more unusual costumes than 
the Ra-Heads. There was a very unsubtle 
African influence on the whole evening. They 
all wore big red robes with some sort of black 
body suit underneath. Nearly all of them wore 
funky headgear of some kind. They all mean­
dered on and started playing whenever they felt 
good and ready. This set the tone for the entire 
evening, laid back and a little chaotic. Unlike 
the more uncultured genre of acid metal, the 
noise of Sun Ra was not painful. On the 
contrary, «  Warning! Metaphor ahead, take 
cover » the background noise was like a facial 
expression, and the solos were the words that 
gave clarity to these emotions. Sorry about 
that, but Jazz, like good sex and great drugs, is 
something you can’t really describe to an out­
sider without using lame metaphors like that 
one.
And those solos were impressive. The 
saxophone was incredible, it took the range for 
normal instruments and trebled it. The bass 
(not a guitar, the big thing that looks like a 
cello) had some impressive duets with the 
violin. As far as I could tell, every instrument 
had a solo at one time or another, and not even 
the wayward microphones and occasional 
sound trouble could mar their performance.
The musical themes were on the same order 
as the visual ones. Sun Ra and a lady who 
looked like Uhura doing the fan dance (only 
with a body suit on) slid out some beautiful 
vocals. They espoused many ideas, but mostly
S t u d e n t  p r o d u c e d  F e i f f e r 's  
P e o p le  t o  b e  p e r f o r m e d
by Helene Andersson 
and Kevin Dahm
Feiffer’s People by Jules Feiffer is being 
performed by Masque the 22 - 24 of February. 
Admission is SI.00 for the WPI community, 
and $2.00 for the general public. Tickets are on 
sale Feb. 19 through 23 in the Daniels Ticket 
Booth.
Masque is one of WPI’s oldest and largest 
student organizations. The yearly repertoire 
consists of three events — a high budget pro­
duction in the fall, a student directed play in 
February, and a week-long theatrical festival in 
April. The past year, 1989, had New Voices 7, 
with 25 new plays written, directed and per­
formed by students in April. Macbeth in a post- 
nuclear setting was performed in November. 
Now, in February, Masque presents Feiffer's 
People, directed by Masque President Rob 
Everton. Producing is Kajsa Cadwell, with Jim
White and John Stoffel.
Jules Feiffer is a cartoonist, and Feiffer’s 
People is an adaptation for the stage of some of 
his work; it is a satiric play depicting many 
aspects of modem life. The play includes sixty 
short skits, mainly monologues and dialogues. 
Some are intended to be realistic while others, 
like ‘George in the moon’ and ‘Superman’, 
show normal people in fantastical situation. 
The play comments on topics like man-woman 
relationships, parent-child relationships, the 
military, the government, conformity and re­
bellion, and society in general.
The cast is as follows: Stephanie Apprille, 
Dan Bejune, Bill Bullard, Karen Cyr, Kevin 
Dahm, Jonathan Davis, Brian Fennell, Diana 
Hart, William Katzman, Harold MacKieman, 
Tim Mclnemey, Kelly McQueeney, Cheryl 
Pegnam, Joe Provo, Ryan Smart, Veda Ul- 
cickas, Brian Weissman, Cari Windt.
gravitated the Universe, the interconnected­
ness of all things, and our responsibilities 
towards it. Despite the serious themes, they 
didn’t whomp you over the head with it. They 
treated vocals the same as any other instru­
ment, it got a solo whenever.
There was a big finish that was just as 
mellow as the rest of the concert. The band 
echoed Sun Ra and the other vocalist while 
they took us on a musical journey of the Solar 
System, in the same vein as the rest of the 
evening. The great thing was, the song didn’t 
really end; one by one the members of the
Arkestra left their instruments to wander 
around the crowd chanting “Space is the 
Place.’.’ After awhile they just walked off to 
their dressing room, still chanting. In a normal 
concert, this probably wouldn’t be appreci­
ated, but a large number of the audience gave 
them a standing ovation.
Obviously, if you’ve got a narrow range of 
musical taste, this concert was a disappoint­
ment. But, if you went into this with an open 
mind an appreciation of musical abilities, the 
event was a raging success.
Sun Ra and His Intergalactic Arkestra playing for the crowd in Harrington last 
Sunday Night.
r  M u s i c  T r i v i a
by Troy Nielsen
Questions:
1). How many Top Ten hits did Jerry Lee Lewis have in the first purely rock & roll phase 
of his career?
2). Where was Chuck Mangione bom?
3). Where did the Little River Band form?
4). Who originally recorded the gold single “Freddie’s Dead?”
5). Recently, a popular rock/funk/ska band covered “Freddie’s Dead.” Name that band.
6). What is the name of the first Paul McCartney solo album (without Wings).
7). What phobia is Van Morrison known for?
8). What is the name of the band that was a deliberate offshoot of the Grateful Dead. So 
deliberate, in fact, that the first lineup included Jerry Garcia, Mickey Hart, and Phil 
Lesh.
9). What singer said “I’m not a musician. I ’m a ham.”
10). (This one is good for a few laughs.) In the mid to late seventies, this band wrote 
music “to watch sports by.” In fact, their ultra-smooth California' songs were used by 
all three of the major TV networks as music for their sports shows such as “Wide 
World of Sports” and “Sportsworld.” Name this band.
Answers:
1). Three.
2). Rochester, New York.
3). Melbourne, Australia.
4). Curtis Mayfield. J
5). Fishbone.
6). “McCartney.”
7). Stage fright.
8). New Riders of the Purple Sage.
9). Ozzy Osbourne.
10). Pablo Cruise.
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by Troy Nielsen 
Newspeak Staff
Newspeak looked pretty bare last week, so
I decided to add some useless drivel about my 
favorite discussion topic: music. This week we 
will look at the elements of non-Westem music 
readily evident in popular forms of Western 
music.
Western music here does not mean music of 
saloons and gunfights, but instead it refers to 
the music originating from Europe, the United 
States, Canada, etc. A better working defini- 
tiqp of Western music could be that Western 
music is based upon the different forms of the
12 note chromatic scale (C, C#, D, D#, E, F, F#,
G, G#, A, A#, B). Western music is also 
usually in the constraint of some kind of a time 
signature or meter. While most of us have been 
exposed to mostly Western music during our 
lifetimes, there are several other forms of
music which employ none of the elements of 
Western music. At times these “foreign” 
forms of music are unnecessarily treated with 
hostility by the Western listener.
The music of India, Africa, and the Orient 
are the most obvious examples of non-Westem 
music. I’m sure that we have heard both 
authentic and imitation versions of these types 
of music. And while some resort to shunning 
the music away because we can’t understand it, 
there is a need to try to comprehend the ele­
ments of non-Westem music, just for the sake 
of being a real listener of all music. The worst 
possible thing one could do would be to hear 
the non-Westem music, and because you can’t 
understand it, think that is must be “bad” or 
sound like “noise.” Take the effort to investi­
gate that form of music and discover its ori­
gins, characteristics, etc. Not only will you be 
enlightened, but you will probably be fasci­
nated at the incredible difference between the
W e ’ r e  o n  F i l m
Time for a Midnight Snack
by Geoff Littlefield 
and Richard O'Steele
Geoff: This week’s article is a little un­
usual, boys and girls. W e’re not reviewing a 
movie, we’re reviewing a TV show. Now, I 
know most of you are saying to yourselves, “A 
TV show??!! Why would two such respected 
movie critics as Geoff and Rich review the 
cheesy tripe of some network instead of the 
questionable full-length features that emanate 
from Hollywood?” Well this is no feat of 
network impotence, friends, it is a show pro­
duced by WPI’s own Chris Jachimowicz, the 
Assistant Dean of Student Activities. The 
show’s name is Midnight Snack and will be 
aired on channel 39 (public access) on Mon­
days at 10 pm and Wednesdays at 8pm. New 
episodes will air every other Monday (the first 
episode aired yesterday, Feb. 12th). Midnight 
Snack is described as “sometimes a comedy 
show, sometimes a talk show.” It stars students 
from the various colleges in Worcester in short
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features. They also get a chance to react to 
Worcester and college life. The people in­
volved in the project hope that the filming on 
the different campuses and the involvement of 
many students will help to bring Worcester’s 
many schools closer together. I don’t know if 
any of you have noticed, but there is an ex­
tremely small amount of campus interaction in 
Worcester. Hopefully, Midnight Snack will 
succeed where it hopes to. I give it the Pana­
manian aid budget to help achieve it’s goal.
Rich: The show itself is rather profession­
ally done for a low-budget public access proj­
ect. It is nicely edited and filmed, and the 
student field producers seem comfortable in 
front of a camera. I was expecting to see them 
acting like someone from a cheap cable com­
mercial. You know, shifting from foot to foot, 
talking in an uncomfortable monotone; that 
sort of thing. The show we viewed was the first 
episode and contained WPI’s Jeff Yoder scour­
ing the campus for something to eat, a couple 
of spoof ads, a hilarious “Interlude” with plas­
tic penguins and The Ride of the Valkyries, and 
the all-too-true skit called “The Allnighter.” I 
recommend that you see it, if possible. We 
have been told that it will be broadcast on WPI 
TV as well, so catch it if you can. I give 
Midnight Snack a neon wall clock and bronto­
saurus jam.
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music we hear everyday and the music other 
people hear everyday.
Getting back to the original topic now, there 
are a number of Western musicians who have 
realized, studied, experimented with the forms 
of non-Westem music. I have compiled a brief 
list of some of the well-known groups and 
performers today that have incorporated ele­
ments of non-Westem music into popular 
forms of Western music. These musicians are 
Peter Gabriel, Sonic Youth, Paul Simon, the 
Byrds, and the Beatles.
Peter Gabriel, since his departure from 
Genesis, has shown an immense interest in 
music from Africa and the Far East. In at­
tempts to bring this music to imperialistic 
Britain, he financed the World of Music, Arts 
and Dance Festival. The quirky rhythms and 
unusual choice of instruments on his record­
ings demonstrate his interest of non-Westem 
music.
Sonic Youth, while still only popular in the 
underground music industry, basically the 
took the concept of the chromatic scale as it 
relates to tuning of instruments, and threw it in 
the rubbish. 99% (obviously not an exact 
figure) of guitarists of Western music tune 
their guitars to standard tunings. These stan­
dard tunings include the traditional Spanish 
tuning and open chord tunings found in blues 
and country music. The members of Sonic 
Youth tune their guitars in a controlled disso­
nant manner to achieve mind-boggling sounds. 
The possibilities, once you get past the strait- 
jacket of standard tuning, are endless. Of 
course, some people hear these possibilities 
and immediately label the band as “noisemak- 
ers.”
Paul Simon released an incredible solo 
album within the past few years that only 
scratches the surface of African drumming. 
Fortunately, the album was very successful, 
and people got a taste of the exotic and innova­
tive rhythms of Africa.
The Bryds only have a small part in the 
decimation of non-Westem music to the West­
ern listening audience. Their departure from 
pop was a space-rock avante-garde LP called 
Fifth Dimension. Free-form guitar lines and 
unusual harmonics decorated this album, 
which was released in 1966.
Finally, the Beatles deserve some credit. 
George Harrison’s introduction to the guitar 
really started the Beatles’ curiosity of non- 
Westem music. The curiosity transformed 
into full-blown experiments with the music 
from India, with the songs such as “Within You 
Without You” and “Love You To.” Don’t get 
psychedelic rock confused with non-Westem 
music. While psychedelic rock did fuse Indian 
ragas and Eastern modal music into rock, a lot 
of psychedelic music was created from elec­
tronic effects in the studio.
Keep on listening!
A  p r o f i l e  o f  H u s h  H u s h
by Joe Parker 
Newspeak Staff
The opening band at the recent Battle of the 
Bands was Hush Hush, a talented trio com­
prised of Jonathon Bird on drums and vocals, 
Greg Harrington on bass and vocals, and Jeff 
Hebert on guitar. They play mostly original 
material and they do it well.
They have been playing just over a year the 
Battle being their first anniversary. Their story 
begins last year, when Jeff, who was looking to 
form a band put up posters around campus 
reading: “Are you tired of playing with your­
self?” Apparently someone was and a four­
some comprised of Hebert, Harrington, Tim 
Membrino, and a fourth. The fourth member, 
who was left unnamed, departed, making way 
for Bird, and the group was complete.
They started out playing covers because, 
according to Jeff, “Greg and I couldn’t relate 
yet.” As time went by they got to know each 
other, and songwriting followed. Their first 
product, “Hung,” was performed at the Battle. 
Their style comes from many different direc­
tions, ranging from punk to U2. The latter may 
be explained by Jeff’s self-training. “I take my 
inspiration from The Edge, and Peter Buck of 
R.E.M.” But, he says he has no formal back­
ground. He bought his first guitar from Jon­
athon Bird, incidentally, and taught himself, 
beginning in their freshman year, 1986.
The punk side came from Membrino, who 
has since departed, leaving the current three­
some. When asked why he left, the answer 
was, “It was a mutual parting of ways. As the 
songs grew more and more melodic, we’d give 
a song to Tim and he’d try it, without success,
so we said ‘okay, I’ll [Bird] sing it, or Greg,’ 
and he became less and less a part of the act. 
Finally he said ‘This just isn’t working,’ he just 
wasn’t having fun.” He was, however, quite a 
presence on stage, and that aspect is missed in 
the act.
When the issue of musical background 
comes up, there is no “bred to be a musician” 
story. Greg also taught himself starting fresh­
man year. Jonathon had some background, but 
“my parents don’t like the idea [of perform­
ing]. They think I should be here studying, 
working hard.” He had guitar experience, but 
wanted to expand, so he took up the drums; 
going from a large expense to a huge expense 
in the process. He also sings for this band, and 
for another, Twelve Mile Limit.
They are all in it for the fun, saying, “You 
have to be. You can’t be in it for money or for 
girls, because it just isn’t like that. We just 
come out to have fun.”
They thought they played well at the battle, 
“except for Jeff’s guitar messing up at the 
start.”
When asked about new material, they re­
plied “We’ve written some new stuff,” but they 
stress the difficulty of writing while school is 
in session, when school projects take over in 
importance, and the time just isn’t there. They 
don’t get to practice together as often as they’d 
like either, saying that they practice about 
twice a month, but would rather meet once a 
week.
There are, unfortunately, no plans to stay 
together after school, one reason being Jeff’s 
commitment to the Air Force, but they promise 
to perform at least once more before gradu­
ation.
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EDITORIAL
K e e p  h i s t o r y  i n  p e r s p e c t i v e
As most o f  you are aware (or should be), February is 
designated as Black History Month. The purpose o f  this 
designation gives the nation the opportunity to be m ore 
aw are of the vast accom plishm ents o f A frican-A m ericans 
in the United States and the world. After decades o f  
ignorance and hostility tow ard African-Am ericans, 
certain portions o f  the United States population are a t­
tem pting to am end the situation.
LETTERS
Special designation o f a m onth tow ards the aw areness 
o f  A frican-A m erican progress despite persecution is an 
excellent way o f  starting to change in the country. But 
along with this way o f  changing peop le’s attitude com es 
the danger that some people m ay respond incorrectly. 
Because the m onth o f  February is the only m onth o f the 
year that is designated for Black H istory, there is a 
chance that people will forget o r basically ignore the
achievem ents o f  blacks. Just like caring  about the 
hom eless only around C hristm as and/or Thanksgiving, 
people m ust realize that the hom eless exist all year 
round.
The point here is that W PI com m unity should rem em ­
b er that Black H istory, like any other kind o f  history, 
occurs all year round. A nd like all history, it should be 
understood, studied, and given due respect.
J o g e r  s h o u l d  e n j o y  w h a t  W P I  h a s  t o  o f f e r
To the Editor:
In an article on Feb. 6 (Joger’s 
View, “Music & Daka Part II”) Joger 
invites opposing views to his article, 
since he could not “hear them sub- 
liminally!” I would like to address his 
points.
The main purpose of the “Battle of 
the Bands” is to give WPI groups 
exposure, to provide entertainment 
for the campus, and to determine the 
best band. Soccomm and Lens & 
Lights spend many hours for this 
event and this year they did an excep­
tional job. Evidently, Joger was a bit 
upset with the final outcome.
The problem with music is that it is 
an art form and cannot be judged 
because different people like different 
sounds. There is no one basis for 
judging who is the best band unless 
you go on a purely technical basis. For 
example, one person/group may be 
able to play faster and cleaner than 
another. Many music fans do not even 
care and/or cannot tell the technical 
capability of a group. Some enjoy 
bands which perform music requiring 
little technical skill (Bob Dylan, The
C o m p u te r ce n te r n ee d s  
m o re  te rm in a ls
To the Editor:
It has been over a month now since 
the College Computer Center (CCC) 
in Fuller Labs has been open for stu­
dent use. The current computer facil- 
ites that the CCC now houses include 
a multi-processor Encore Multimax, 
24 DECstation 3100s networked with 
the Multimax, and a word-processing 
hub of about 12 AT&T PC computers. 
None can argue that in computer 
power alone, WPI has not gained in 
quantum leaps over the DECSys- 
tem20 that had been W PI’s major 
mainframe system less than 2 years 
ago.
Fewer and fewer students now 
remember the old DECSystem20, 
instead, today’s students are learning 
the UNIX operating system, which by 
some estimates, will be the operating 
system of 20% of all computers in the 
United States by 1992. Perhaps strug­
gling to learn UNIX would be a better 
phrase, but overall, the immense pro­
gram m ing environm ent that the 
DECstations and the Multimax create 
is worth the initial hurdles of learning 
UNIX.
However, with this powerful pro­
gramming potential comes one major
problem: terminal space. As users of 
the CCC know, the DECstations are 
the only terminals available in the 
CCC. Currently, the CCC houses 24 
DECstations that students can use, 
and with about 2400 students at WPI 
potentially needing to use the stations, 
the ratio of students to stations is 
about 100:1. Unfortunately, each 
station boasts a pricetag of 10s of 
thousands of dollars, so it is unlikely 
that additional stations will be made 
available for student use. Couple with 
this a glaring work space shortage in 
the CCC, additional stations being 
placed in the CCC seems impossible 
without removing the AT&T word- 
processing computers.
What is needed is a room of 24 
“dumb” terminals connected to the 
Multimax that students can use for 
programming or simple computer 
usage that does not need the power of 
a DECstation. At a price range of 
under $ 1000, two dozen of these 
“dumb” terminals would not equal the 
cost of a new DECstation, but would 
easily double the usable terminal 
space for students needing to use the 
services of the CCC.
Gary Pratt ‘91
Is re c y c lin g  an o p tio n ?
To the Editor:
First, two questions: Is Newspeak 
printed on recycled paper, and if not, 
could it be? (I believe the answer to 
the latter is definitely yes.) Currently, 
many towns have started ambitious 
recycling programs which are in 
grave danger of failing because there 
is not enough demand for recycled 
products. This news is partly encour­
aging, however, because it means 
ordinary citizens’ concern for the 
environment has reached a point at 
which action is being taken; but it is 
not enough to recycle if towns can’t 
find buyers for their paper products. 
In some cases, it costs them more to 
rent the collection bins than they get 
for their paper.
As a regular consumer of paper, 
Newspeak is in a unique position to 
positively affect the future of recy­
cling on many different levels. First, 
by using recycled paper it will finan­
cially support the cause and help cre­
ate a market for its product. Second, 
it will help increase students’ aware­
ness of recycling and hopefully en­
courage them to seek out recyclable 
paper products for their own personal 
uses.
I realize that using recyclable pa­
per may be a bit more expensive 
(about 30% more, to my knowledge) 
but I am confident that this will only 
be a tem porary situation as the 
marked for recyclable products in­
creases. The benefits for us (society) 
will also be great; not only will we 
need less landfill space to dispose of 
the paper but we will also have to go 
less often to nature to replenish it.
Erik Ellis ‘90 ME
Editor’s Note: We contacted our 
printer and was informed that print­
ing on recycled paper would cost an 
additional $1500 per year. They also 
said that the quality would he reduced 
tremendously.
Sex Pistols) others listen to music 
which requires considerable musical 
skill (classical and jazz) and quite a 
few like both.
Since everyone has different tastes 
in music, trying to say that band A is 
better than band B is foolish. Some­
one else will say B is awesome and A 
is pathetic. Yet another Joe Critic will 
proclaim that band C is superior to 
both. So for Joger to say that a band is 
bad is ridiculous, since the band is 
only bad to him and his opinion is 
useless for everyone else. The results 
of the Battle were dictated by three 
judges. If you replaced them with 
another set of judges you may get 
results which may satisfy Joger, but 
would probably irk someone else.
When you go to a performance, you 
go to enjoy it. If you do not like what 
you see go see another, don’t go off on 
a diatribe. Enjoy what these people 
have to offer.
As for the absence of keyboards 
from bands, there are a few explana­
tions. First, they are usually more 
expensive than other rock instru­
ments. Another reason is that far 
more musicians play the guitar, so as 
a result few bands have keyboards. 
And keyboards are no easier to master 
than any other instrument. Some 
people find stringed instruments eas­
ier to play, some percussion, others 
wind. Keyboards and drums are ini­
tially more difficult since a musician 
must divide his attention, whereas
guitarists and bass players do not need 
to do so.
Joger writes cynically of Sun Ra 
and his Intergalactic Arkestra. Ap­
parently he is not appreciative of 
Soccomm’s efforts to get one of the 
top names in jazz to perform at WPI. 
Well, he does not have to like jazz, but 
he could respect other people’s artis­
tic expression. Someone’s opinion of 
music will be only relevant to that 
person only. Unless Joger is describ­
ing a type of music, when he writes his 
opinions, he should remember that 
they are only useful to him and the few 
people on campus who have his exact 
musical tastes.
Mike Marando ‘90
Y o u  c a n ’t  J U S T  U S E  IT !
To the Editor:
Well, we’ve all heard the griping 
about the Senior Challenge, and it’s 
sure been entertaining and informa­
tive. However, we’d like to bring to 
everyone’s attention a much bigger 
problem with this year’s Senior Chal­
lenge: The illegal use of the Nike 
“swoosh” symbol and the “JUST DO 
IT" slogan. Both of these are regis­
tered trademarks of the Nike com­
pany. For those of you who don’t 
know what a registered trademark is 
(we are assuming this includes the 
members of the senior challenge 
committee), let us put it simply: You 
can’t JUST USE IT. We had trouble 
believing that a company like Nike 
would allow their trademarks to be 
used for the purpose o f fund raising by 
anyone but themselves. In a fit of 
legal curiosity one night, we called
Nike. Hey, we couldn’t help it; we 
had the telephone number from the 
archives of our MQP research (don’t 
ask)...it just screamed “CALL ME” 
every time we opened our notebooks. 
We pulled the old hypothetical poten­
tial trademark infringement ploy and 
said something like this: “Hello, Nike 
legal department? Yes, we would like 
to know about the laws governing the 
use of the Nike “swoosh” symbol and 
the “Just Do It” slogan. A fund­
raising group at our fine institution of 
higher learning would like to use 
these sym bols in a fund-raising 
campaign....Oh, you get requests like 
this from schools all the time?...And 
you tell every one of them NOL.Just 
out of curiosity, what would the pen­
alty for such an illegal use of your
t r a d e m a r k s . . . l i a b l e ? __ t r e b l e
damages?...Oh, well, we will be sure 
to inform the proper parties. Thank
you for your help.”
It would be a shame if all the Senior 
Challenge funds raised this year had 
to go to paying legal fees. Please take 
appropriate action. Be fair. Be legal. 
And hey, while you’re at it, be origi­
nal, be creative: Think of your own 
slogans.
Oh, and if you don’t believe any of 
this, call Nike. They’re in Beaverton, 
Oregon. Ask for the legal department. 
JUST DO IT!
MaryBeth Liener, '90 
Anne Pellegrino, ‘90
Editors Note: After contacting the 
Alumni office we were sent copies of 
letters confirming that the Senior 
Challenge .C om m ittee con tacted  
Nike’s Marketing Department and 
obtained permission to use the Nike 
logo and slogan.
G e t  a  C l u e l
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It has been an interesting week in 
the USSR. The cohimunist party gave 
up its constitutional monopoly on 
power by allowing the existence of 
other parties. There also has been a 
Congress scheduled for this summer 
to amend their Constitution to take 
this decision into account. I don’t 
want to spend another week going on 
about this, so here goes this week’s 
real message.
It seems to me that US military 
spending will have to change as the
Soviet Bloc changes. This past week 
one of the SDI researchers said that 
we need it more than ever. His prem­
ise was that we knew the Russians 
would never nuke us, but we can’t be 
sure about all those nasty third world 
nations. He concluded that we should 
spend even more money on the pro­
gram in the future.
Well, what should the military do? 
The last thing it should do is spend 
more money, right? Wrong. While 
the SDI researcher may be to some 
extent way off base, he does have a 
point. The Soviets art- and have been 
to some extent predictable in their
actions. We have avoided direct 
confrontation out o f mutual fear. 
Now it seems that we have no reason 
to fear the Russians. What do we now 
do with our great arsenal of democ­
racy? The Soviets actually seem to 
have the right idea.
The Soviet Navy has begun an ef­
fort to up-scale and down- scale their 
force at the same time. They have 
begun to retire older naval vessels, but 
have continued to build modem, bet­
ter, effective ships for the 90’s. They 
are retiring about 80 pre- 1965 surface 
ships, but are replacing them with 
Kirov class battle cruisers, Tiblisi
class aircraft carriers, Sovremmeny 
and Udaloy class destroyers. They 
Soviets have elected to save money on 
repairs on older ships, and by cutting 
the size of the fleet.
Do I advocate the same course for 
the US? Yes. The USS Midway and 
Coral Sea should be used for training, 
and the carriers now doing that duty 
should be retired. Older destroyers 
and frigates should be NRFed (placed 
in the Naval Reserve Fleet). We 
should continue to build Ticonderoga 
class cruisers, Burke class destroyers, 
Nimitz and Wasp class carriers. The
FFGX program should be pursued, 
and the CVL concept should be exam­
ined. The key to saving money is not 
in the ending of construction, but in 
the retiring of old ships.
Other forces should make similar 
cuts. New equipment should still be 
pursued, but forces should be reduced 
and old equipment should be disposed 
of. Purchases should take into the 
likely nature of future conflict. The 
US is not likely to fight the USSR, but 
rather small localized wars like Pan­
ama and Grenada. Future equipment 
should reflect this.
J o g e r ’ s  V i e w
Leave if you don’t like it
I like to see that my prestige is 
growing. I would like to thank Profes­
sor Berka for his kind words in last 
week’s issue. I am preparing myself 
for this weeks crunch of hate mail.
This week I am not satisfied with 
just concentrating on WPI, or even 
just W orcester, but this week I 
broaden my horizons to the world. 
This week I would like to talk about 
US-foreign relations on campus.
I am addressing those students, 
whether they be foreign or not, who do 
nothing but complain about this coun­
try, the politicians, the government, 
and the USA in general. I have but one 
question for you: If you don’t like it, 
why are you here?
There is one person I know who 
doesn’t like our form of government 
at all, the two house system. He seems 
to feel that one house would do much 
better. I disagree wholeheartedly. I 
feel that if we were to have one house, 
we would be in a hole deeper than
what we have now. Salaries for con­
gressmen would be outrageous, and 
there would be no checks and balances 
on the budgetary bills that go through. 
It is important that all bills regarding 
funds start in the House, for it must 
first pass through all the Reps, all 435 
of them. This allows no favoritism 
towards a certain state or group of 
states. Then the Senate must approve 
it as well, another hurdle the bill must 
pass.
I am not saying that the system is 
perfect, no system is or ever will be. 
Greed and personal gain will always 
be waiting in the wings, but after 
having to get about 276 positive votes, 
the chances are slighter that personal 
gain will be a factor.
Some say that this country is 
headed for a fall, which may be true, 
but what system do you suggest? 
Communism obviously isn’t work­
ing, and neither will socialism, again 
because of that underlying motive of
personal gain. I think that this system 
works the best out of any. Sure, there 
are loopholes, crooks are there. But 
the crooks can be removed, which 
brings up my next issue: voting.
My big pet peeve about the whole 
flag-burning flap a few months ago 
was that people were doing it “be­
cause it was their right.” If these 
people were so upset about their rights 
they should use more of them. I truly 
wonder just how many of them exer­
cised their right to vote in the last 
election, or even the Presidential elec­
tion. How many will vote for Gover­
nor? The state is in a mess, they’re 
cutting programs (education being a 
major cut), and raising taxes. Sure, 
you can complain, but don’t complain 
to me if things get worse and you 
didn’t vote. As far as I ’m concerned, 
you blew your chance to make your­
self heard. You can make a differ­
ence.
Another right is one they don’t
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seem to anxious to use. That is the 
right to leave. Sure, things are slack­
ing down in the Eastern Bloc, but not 
too long ago, you would have had a lot 
of trouble getting out. Not here, you 
can go where you want, when you 
want. If a guest came to my home and 
started complaining about the colors, 
the furniture, my food, my family, I 
would be showing them to the door 
rather quickly. Well, this country is 
my home, and the door is open...
Call me old fashioned, but I would 
die for this country, because I believe 
in what it stands for. This country has 
been good to me so far. I am not
starving. I do not have to stand in line 
for six hours for a pair of socks (or one 
hour to pay two hours wages for a Big 
Mac). I can say what I want. I can see 
who I want. If you think this place is 
so bad, then try a few months else­
where.
We are the future of this country. If 
we don’t get involved with it now, ars 
we going to care in the future? There 
is so much wrong in the world, yet 
people sit around in the Wedge and 
complain because they are just so 
persecuted. Go figure.
Joger, Box 2700
B o y n t o n  t o  r e - o p e n  u n d e r  
“ o r i g i n a l  m a n a g e m e n t ”
by Joe Parker 
Newspeak Staff
Since the last piece about Boynton 
Pizza there seems to be some confu­
sion. There is a sign in the window 
which states that the pizzeria is only 
closed temporarily for renovations, 
and will open soon under the original 
management.
This is where the confusion comes 
in. “Original Management” refers to 
the group who initially opened the 
Boynton, about twenty years ago. In 
effect the management of the Boynton 
restaurant is taking over the Pizza 
shop. They are keeping the same 
name, the same phone number, and 
they assume, the same business.
It also seems that, because the for­
mer tenants were under lease and did 
not own the business, there is nothing 
they can do to change it. The owners 
feel that the former tenants made good 
in the spot, but feel they can do even 
better.
Which brings up another question: 
will the pizza be better? In talking to 
a few people on the subject feelings 
seem to be mixed. Some people seem 
to think that the pizza tasted like 
“cardboard with cheese,” while others 
claim, “it’s the best pizza around. I 
would get Boynton pizza over Dom­
ino’s any day.”
The one good aspect that everyone 
can agree on is that the pizza was 
inexpensive. With money being the 
key worry of most college students,
cheap equals good. That combined 
with the close proximity of the shop to 
campus made it a convenient alterna­
tive to cooking for apartment dwell­
ers, or daka for dorm dwellers.
However, some in the dorms have 
never eaten a Boynton pizza, and rely 
on Dominos as their pizza source, 
simply because they deliver. For 
many students, delivery is the one 
thing that makes or breaks a pizza. 
They simply do not wish to walk, or 
drive, to get a pizza, and would rather 
let their fingers, and a delivery man, 
do the walking.
So, when the new management of 
Boynton say they can do better, they 
have to think of a few aspects of the 
business which could radically effect 
their attractiveness to the student:
1) Will the pizza remain the same, 
or improve?
2) Will the prices go up noticea­
bly?
3) Will they deliver?
4) Will they welcome the young 
adults gracefully?
By this last remark, I mean simply, 
how tolerant will they be of horseplay, 
which is inherent to college age 
people. If the place is to remain a 
hangout, some amount of leniency 
will have to result.
So the WPI community will just 
have to wait until Grand Opening day 
to find out, and the new management 
will have to keep a close eye on just 
how much they change from previous 
practices.
B u c k l e  U p  F o r  S p r i n g  B r e a k  ’9 0
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SPORTS
W P I ’s  m e n  a n d  w o m e n ’s  s w i m m i n g  is  r e d  h o t
by Becky Griffith 
and 
Miklos Kiss
The WPI women’s swim team finished its 
season in a tri-meet against Keene St. and the 
College of Saint rose on Saturday February 10. 
Unfortunately, the women swimmers could 
not keep up their winning streak and dropped 
three of their last four contests to Bridgewater 
State, Brandeis and Keene State. They were 
able to beat Saint rose, 70-39. The team ends 
with a 7-7 record. This marks the most wins a 
women’s swim team has ever had and the first 
non-losing record in women’s swimming his­
tory. Both Jenn Tobin and Jen Lambert were 
double winners in the tri-meet. Tobin won the 
100 IM and 100 fly, and Lambert won the 200 
free and 100 free. Other first place winners 
were Deb Sanna in the 50 free against St. Rose; 
Beth Schaefer in 3-meter diving against St. 
Rose, and Cara DellaGiustina in the 100 breast 
against both St. Rose and Keene St. Winning 
relay teams were the 200 medley relay consist­
ing of Jenn Tobin, Jen Lambert, Cara DellaGi­
ustina and Deb Sanna against St. Rose and the 
200 free relay team of Deb Sanna, Becky 
Griffith, Tara Zaharoff and Michelle Boucher 
against Keene St.
The following swimmers will be competing
in the New England’s at Bowdoin College the 
weekend of Feb. 23: Mary Helen Adair, Mich­
elle Boucher, Cara DellaGiustina, Becky Grif­
fith, Jen Lambert, Deb Sanna, Jenn Tobin and 
Tara Zaharoff. Good luck. Don’t forget to 
support the women’s swim team and buy car­
nations for Valentine’s Day!
The WPI men’s swim team won its final 
away swim meet o f the season with a decisive 
149-79 victory over the Keen St. College Owls. 
WPI swimmers won 10 of 13 events. First 
place winners include the 400 medley relay 
team of Ben Gray, Eric Bell, Bill Howey and 
Brian Sylvester, Miklos Kiss in the 1000 frees­
tyle, Sean Peek in the 200 freestyle, Gray in the
S u c c e s s  f o r  W P I  b a s k e t b a l l  t e a m s
Women’s
WPI News Release — Coach Naomi 
Graves’s women’s basketball team has played 
awesomely through the team s’ last three 
games. In that stretch, the Lady Engineers beat 
Wheaton College 76-60, Mt. Holyoke College 
58-46, and Smith College 58-42. The team is 
now 3-0 in the NEW-8 Conference and 8-8 
overall.
In their first win of the week, senior Jody 
Normandin scored 26 points to pace the Lady 
Engineers over Wheaton. Michelle Leboeuf 
chipped in with 17 points and 15 rebounds, 
while sophomore Tammy O ’Dea continued to 
play well and scored 10 points.
In their game against Mt. Holyoke, Leboeuf 
was the game’s high scorer with 16 points 
followed by Normandin with 14 points. Le­
boeuf also had four blocked shots and one steal. 
The Lady Engineers led 38-24 at the half and 
never looked back. The games’s top rebounder 
was sophomore Det Carraway with nine re­
bounds and six points.
The Lady Engineers travelled to Smith 
College for a Saturday afternoon game and 
came away victorious 58-42. WPI built an
early 15 point lead on a basket by Carraway to 
make the score 23-8 with 10:51 to go in the first 
half. Normandin led all scorers at the half with
11 points as WPI enjoyed a 31-19 lead. The 
lead was never threatened in the second half as 
Normandin connected on a 3-pointer and a 
three-point play consecutively to increase the 
score to 50-34.
Normandin finished with 25 points and 
Stacey Cotton contributed with 11 points. 
O ’Dea led all rebounders with 15 and chipped 
in with two points and two steals.
The Lady Engineers are at home against 
Brandeis on January 31, and then travel to 
Maine to play Colby on February 3, and the 
University of Southern Maine on February 4.
Men’s
WPI News Release — WPI beat Brandeis 
80-77 and then lost a tough one to SMU Satur­
day night 89-88 and saw their record drop to 
.500 at 8-8.
In the Engineers’ victory, Kris Weeks 
popped in 20 points to lead the team. Kris went 
3/4 from the 3-point line and converted five of 
seven shots from the charity stripe. Tom
Bartolomei added 19 points and Art Ouimet 
pumped in 18 points and had three blocks.
The Engineers were trailing 37-32 at the 
half but a four point play by Weeks with under 
three minutes in the game gave WPI the lead 
for good.
The Engineers went to the well once too 
often this time against SMU. Trailing 48-41 at 
the half, WPI tried to engineer another late 
game comeback. Senior co-captain Jeff 
Ayotte scored 25 points, most of them in the 
second half to trigger the comeback. Weeks 
scored 20 points in the second half, connecting 
on six 3-pointers. Ayotte finished with a game 
high 25 points but it wasn’t enough to beat 
SMU. Ayotte has now scored 1,017 career 
points and will be honored at WPI’s next home 
game against Coast Guard. Ouimet finished 
with 24 points to go along with his 10 rebounds 
and Weeks scored 22 points. Junior Chris 
Davis had nine rebounds and 10 points before 
fouling out.
The Engineers take their show on the road 
against Trinity on January 31, and then are 
home to entertain Coast Guard on February 3. 
Tipoff is scheduled for 7:30 p.m.
50 freestyle, and Sylvester in the 200 individ­
ual medley. Also, Howey won the 100 frees­
tyle and Paul Ormond won the 100 backstroke. 
The final victory was the 200 freestyle relay of 
Scott Cummings, Jason Makofsky, Kiss and 
Ormond. The highlights of the meet were the 
diving performances of juniors Brian Daly and 
Neil Thurber. Daly and Thurber finished first 
and third respectively in both the one meter and 
three meter events. They also qualified for the 
New England Championships in both events. 
Congratulations!
This victory gives WPI a 6-5 record with 
one meet remaining. On Feb. 12 WPI takes on 
Brandeis University at Alumni Pool.
HUNGRY?
THINK
ITALIAN
THINK
ANGELAS
Function Room Available
257 Park Ave. 
Worcester, Ma. 
Open 4:00 -10:30 
Closed Mondays 
Fri & Sat - 11:30
F e b r u a r y  1 7 th a t  n o o n  in  G o m p e i ’s  
T h e  W i n t e r  W e e k e n d
fe a tu rin g
M O V I E  F E S T I V A L
O n  H e r  M a j e s t y ’s  S e c r e t  S e r v i c e
and
B e t t e r  O f f  D e a d
R e lax  b e fo re  th e  S n o w b a ll!
F R E E
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SPORTS
H O W T O  
E N R I C H  
Y O U R  E D U C A T IO N  
B Y  $1,000 
A  M O N T H .
It you’re a math, engineering or physical nuclear reactor and propulsion plant
sciences major, you could be earning technology.
$1,000 a month during your junior and As a Navy officer, you’ll lead the
senior years. adventure while gaining high-level expe-
This excellent opportunity is part of rience that will help make you a leader in
the Navy Nuclear Propulsion Officer one of the world’s high-tech industries. 
Candidate Program. It’s one of the most In addition to the professional
prestigious ways of entering the nuclear advantages, nuclear-trained officers get
fie ld -and  rewarding, too. You get a an unbeatable benefits package,
$4,000 bonus upon entrance into the travel opportunities, promotions and
program, and $2,000 more when you a solid salary, 
complete your Naval studies. Find out more about the Navy
You also receive a year of paid Nuclear Propulsion Officer Candidate
graduate-level training that’s the most * Program, and make your education start
comprehensive in the world. And you’ll paying off today Call Navy Manage-
acquire expertise with state-of-the-art ment Programs: (617) 451-4511
Your local Navy Officer Representative, LT Ed Brown, will b e  on cam pus Tuesday, 
Feb. 2 0 *  to conduct interviews. Sign up at OGCP. P lease bring a copy of your 
transcript and resum e If possib le. For more Information, call.
i»~3J LTiVW Tr~'Ttj~~ • ir -y-.r—-.
NAVY OFFICER
Y ou a r e  T om orrow . 
Y ou  a r e  t h e  N a v y .
record to 13-1.
The explosive Maguire started out with an 
easy technical fall, 24-8 at 6:10 in the 118 bout. 
At 126 Rob Panza had a 19-3 tech fall in 6:32. 
Tom Sgammato continued the winning at 134 
with a 6-4 victory. Chu followed with a 3-2 
victory at 142. At 150 Oney won decisively 12- 
4 and at 158 Wyman won 9-3. Jeff Graveline 
back for the first time since injury dropped a
weight class to 167 and won 7-2. Roy also 
dropped a class and won 13-6. Aheame con­
cluded the night with a 13-9 victory. Coast 
Guard won only one match that night.
WPI concludes its season Wednesday night 
at Bridgewater State, and will search for its 
third new England title Feb. 23-24 at Plymouth 
State.
S ki te a m  c o m p e te s  a t B u rk e  M t.
by Jon Webster
The WPI Alpine Ski Team competed at 
Burke Mountain in northern Vermont on Feb­
ruary 3-4. A large snowfall Friday night during 
the trip up to Burke made the five hour trip 
seem much longer.
Burritt Haag finished fifth in the first slalom 
run on Saturday and placed fourth overall at the 
end for the day. Tori Pesek finished in first 
place for the slalom events on Saturday.
Wendy Sears’ skis were stolen on Saturday 
after the race. If anyone sees a pair of pink 
Atomic giant slalom skis with WLS on them 
please contact the team!!
Another snowstorm dumped about a foot of
Hockey team clinches national tourney bid
snow at Burke on Saturday night and during the 
giant slalom event on Sunday.
Jeff Rozak (Rozi) clinched sixteenth place 
overall in the giant slalom event, Jon Webster 
(DJ) was in the top twenty-five after the first 
run on Sunday, Wendy Sears finished in the top 
ten for the two runs on Sunday, Karen Tegan 
(Crash) finished in the top twenty-five and Tori 
Pesek finished second in the giant slalom on 
Sunday. The women’s team finished third 
overall and the men’s team finished seventh on 
Sunday.
Everybody get pumped up to win at Magic 
Mountain this weekend. We’re going to have 
a good time and SKI FAST!! GBOGH, 
TTFN!!!
By Brian Campbell
It was a game of gargantuan proportions; a 
game where men were men, and the winners 
would be guaranteed a bid to the national 
playoffs. On Saturday, February 3, WPI and 
URI faced off in a game that might have even 
topped sliced bread.
In the first period, the Engineers struck the
Women’s Track Practice
Practice for women’s outdoor track and 
field will begin on Wednesday, February 14 
at 4:30 in the lobby of Harrington. If weather 
permits, practice will move outside.
Anyone who can not attend but is inter­
ested in track should contact Coach Brian 
Savilonis, ext. 5686, HL 123 to set up a 
conditioning program. No experience is 
needed to join the team, which particularly 
needs help in the high jump and the hurdles. 
The first competitive meet, the WPI Relays, 
is scheduled for March 24.
first blow. WPI certainly showed that they 
came to play. The Engineers had the URI Rams 
pinned in their own zone for the first ten 
minutes and extended the lead to 2-0. The URI 
squad had its nose bloodied but fought back to 
knot the score 2-2 by the end of the first stanza.
To start the second period, WPI again 
scored two quick goals, but, once again URI 
battled back. Freshman winger Chad Binkerd 
seemed to hit the nail on the head when he 
exclaimed, “URI was like a bunch of rabid 
dogs nipping at our heels.” At the end of two 
periods the score was 5-3.
In the final period the dog had a bark but no 
bite. The Engineers’ discipline and hard work 
paid off, and Tech walked away the 6-4 victor.
More importantly, WPI got invited to the 
“dance” - Tech won a bid to the National 
Collegiate Club Hockey Championship to be 
held in Athens, Ohio on March 1, 2, and 3. 
Other invitees include North Dakota State, 
Ohio University, Iowa State, Penn State and 
the University of Arizona. Five more schools 
are currently battling for the two remaining 
bids which will make up the final pool of eight.
W r e s t l e r s  s e a r c h i n g  f o r  t h i r d  N e w  E n g l a n d  t i t l e
Y ) i f r e  s m a r t  e n o u g h  t o  c a l c u l a t e  
t h e  s i z e  o f  a  H y d r o g e n  a t o m .
by Roger Burleson 
Sports Editor
The WPI Wrestling Team has been tearing 
up the mats again. This time at the Plymouth 
State Invitational Tournament and against the 
Coast Guard Academy, one of their biggest 
rivals.
After blowing out the teams of Bowdoin, 
University of Maine, and Northeastern by 
scores of 54-0, 60-0, and 60-0, the Engineers 
were well prepared to try to win the 13 team 
tournament in northern New Hampshire which 
included Division I and Division II teams. 
WPI wrestled some of its best matches of the 
year to dominate the tournament and walk 
away with first place honors. WPI was first 
with 116 1/2 points, Springfield College sec­
ond with 99 1/4 points. Coast Guard third with 
77 1/2, and MIT a distant fourth with 53 1/4 
points.
Placing first for WPI was Junior Toby 
Wyman at 138 and John Roy at 190. Seconds 
were picked up by senior captain Rick Maguire 
at 118, sophomore Mike Matukaitis at 126, and 
senior captain Matt Oney at 150. Sophomore 
Aaron Castellano (190) and sophomore Mike 
Aheame (heavyweight) took thirds. Fourth 
place was taken by junior Chris Paraskevakos 
(118), sophomore Scott Grendahl (126) and 
sophomore Brian Chu (142). Scott Grendahl 
also took the award for the most falls in the 
least amount o f time. W PI’s managers 
Danielle Bellavance, Tracy Barnes, Julie 
Lockner, Donna McKenna and Lynn Timmer­
man were named outstanding managers of the 
meet.
The following Tuesday WPI took on the 
third place team of Coast Guard. It was ex­
pected to be close, but WPI won the first couple 
matches and the whole meet snowballed with 
WPI ending up winning 32-3 to raise their
NEWSPEAK STAFF PHOTO / ROB STANDLEY
Coast Guard suffers painful loss at the hands of WPI wrestlers.
A n d  y o u ’r e  s t i l l  s m o k i n g ?
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T h e  1 9 9 0  S n o w b a l l
F e b r u a r y  1 7 th 
f r o m  6  p m  t o  m i d n i g h t  
a t  t h e  W o r c e s t e r  M a r r i o t
T i c k e t s  a r e  $2 0 00 a  p e r s o n  o r
$3 5 00 a  c o u p l e
L A S T  D A Y  T O  B U Y  T I C K E T S  I S  
W E D N E S D A Y ,  F E B R U A R Y  1 4 th 1 1 - 1 P M
D o n ’t  m i s s  t h e  o n l y  W P I  s e m i f o r m a l
o f  t h e  y e a r !
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CLUB CORNER
American Institute or 
Aeronautics and Astronautics
The WPI branch of the AIAA has a few 
upcoming events scheduled for the rest of C- 
Term. First, the annual AIAA regional paper 
contest is going to be held this April at West 
Point. Any senior interested in presenting their 
MQP in the area of aerospace, or any interested 
grad students should submit an abstract of 
between 150-500. words by Friday, February 
16. There is still time! Just bring your abstract 
to Professor Jumper in Higgins Labs ASAP and 
pick up the contest information.
Also, today (Tuesday, Feb. 13) WPI Aero­
space T-Shirts are available in the wedge from
11 am to I pm for only $ 10.00. So pick up a shirt 
while they’re still available.
On Wednesday, February 21 we are going to 
Hanscom Air Force Base in Bedford to see a 
restored B-24 bomber. This is one of just two 
B-24s that have been fully restored to flight 
status. The cost of the trip is just $6.00, and 
there will be soft drinks, a cash bar, and hors
d’oeuvres served at 6:30 in the Officer’s Club. 
Anyone interested should confirm their spot on 
the trip by dropping of a $6.00 check made out 
to AIAA to Prof. Jumper in Higgins Labs or 
send the check to Mike Barry at Box 603 this 
week.
Lesbian and Gay Alliance
Hello again LAGA members!
Well, just thought I’d remind you all that the 
next meeting is next Wednesday, it is going to 
be a movie night! Wow! A social event!
Remember, the Northeastern Lesbian and 
Gay Student Union Conference is THIS week­
end! Lets see how many people we can get to
go-
Our experiment, ‘Friends of LAGA,’ a rap 
group open to the public, is going to be held 
tomorrow night on campus. Look out for the 
posters if you might wish to attend. The forum 
will be a question and answer session, to try to 
get a better understanding of what the group is, 
and what we do across to the campus.
Hope to see you there!
CONTACTS:
LAGA
Student Activities Office 
Kevin Tefft, 752-1579 or Kelli Clark, WPI 
Box 2190
Science Fiction Society
Greetings to all SFS members and their evil 
twins! There have been three meetings since 
C-term began and a lot has happened. First of 
all, the new officers have taken control. For all 
of you who do not know them, they are as 
follows:
Grand Poo-Bah: Harold MacKieman 
Arch-Druid: Andrew Folta 
Spoo-Meister: Bill Marrs 
Sticky-Fingers: Jim White 
Bookie: Mike Voorhis
Now for other orders of business. “NI!” 
shall be said to anyone who has not paid dues 
for this semester. Dues are only a measly $3 or
three books. Any outstanding dues can be 
sacrificed to Sticky-Fingers. It seems that 
quite a few Dragon magazines have been 
checked out of the SFS library and not yet 
returned. Anyone having such a magazine 
should return it/them to the Bookie. Another 
gaming weekend is being planned for the 
weekend of February 17 & 18. Anyone inter­
ested in running a game should get in touch 
with the Grand Poo-Bah. CODE, the live role- 
playing-game, was in effect this past weekend, 
but due to time paradoxes a full report will have 
to be found in the next episode of Newspeak.
SFS QUOTE OF THE WEEK: ‘Conjuring 
Today’ “Good evening, last week learned how 
to saw a lady in half. This week we’re going to 
leam how to saw a lady into three bits and 
dispose of the body...”
A F F O R D A B L E  -  I N F O R M A L S c r e w  t h e  s u c k e r s  b a c k
by Kevin Dahm
Overall, you like life here at WPI. Other­
wise you wouldn’t be here, right? But we all 
have our little trivial grievances. Maybe your 
professor caught you off guard with a surprise 
quiz, or perhaps those homework assignments 
are cutting into your social life just a little bit 
more than you think they should. Or has daka 
stricken your favorite food from the menu? 
Fed up with tuition increases? Budget cuts 
hitting to close to home? Can’t get a parking 
sticker? Is the work-study job too demanding 
for that ridiculous insulting wage rate? Are 
you sick of the Chess Club’s loud obnoxious 
disruptive parties?!? I know I am. Well, just 
remember, complaining isn’t going to get you 
anywhere. Alpha Phi Omega proposes a ra­
tional, civilized answer to all your little gripes. 
SCREW THE SUCKERS BACK!!
That’s right, folks. It’s time for Alpha Phi 
Omega’s third annual Big Screw contest. You 
can vote for whatever professor, club or cam­
pus organization screwed you over the most 
this year. It only costs 25 cents for one vote or 
a dollar for five. Voting will take place next 
week, Monday through Friday at 11-1 in the 
Wedge. And remember, it’s all for charity. 
The person or group with the most votes will be 
dubbed the 1990 “Big Screw Winner” and will 
choose which charity the proceeds will go to. 
So remember, it’s great to forgive and forget, 
but it doesn’t hurt to tell someone how you feel. 
Let them know you’re annoyed with them and 
help charity at the same time. Vote for the Big 
Screw.
107 H I GH L A ND  ST.
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Only one week left!!! Our thanks to the 130 seniors (as of last Friday) who have joined us in supporting the future 
of WPI through a pledge to the Senior Challenge. We are heading into the home stretch with a 27% increase over 
the number of pledges made last year!
With only 100 more pledges we can surpass the participation records of the last two Senior Challenge campaigns 
combined. And don’t forget that each individual’s pledge card is entered into a raffle to be drawn the night of our 
90 Days party at Algiers. You could win a portable CD Player, a pair of NIKE Air Sneakers or the “Just Do It” 
banner.
We’ll be in the Wedge on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday. If you haven’t pledged yet, stop by to see us. We 
need your help!
LASTCHANCE 
TO DO IT.
The Senior Challenge Committee 
Lisa Battista 
Jim Berube 
Ken Campbell 
Denise Fortier 
Stephen MacDonald 
Nancy McLaughlin 
Michelle Petkers 
Darilyn Reuter 
Lisa Ricker 
Lynn Timmerman 
Vince Tyer
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GREEK CORNER
Alpha Chi Rho
Hello Again! The brothers of Alpha Chi 
Rho would like to remind everyone that it is 
only three weeks until Spring Break. Blume is 
living in the Wedge so he can afford that 
Florida trip.
Last week’s Bungle in the Jungle party was 
terrific. Thanks to all for the caroling and 
photography session - it was much enjoyed by 
everyone and will not be forgotten for a long 
time. The Pseudo-Valentine’s Day Quasi- 
Formal Dance was awesome as well, and ev­
eryone enjoyed Mark’s ever-(too)-bountiful 
weekend brunch.
Thanks to everyone who helped out with the 
IFC blood drive, keep your veins open for the 
pheresis program coming up.
Way to go pledges - you really fooled the 
Bonger with that last raid. Go to sleep, Matt. 
Maybe it will be a hell of a summer, huh?
On a more personal note - congrats to Sav­
ina for the big 2 1 and ingesting twice your body 
weight. Also congrats to Schiller, Becker, and 
Treece for beginning to fight back against the 
evil Knight Rider. Malone - how do you play 
that “Ping_Pong” game on the computer? I 
can’t figure it out. Finally, I would like to 
restart the tradition of putting Keary’s name in 
Greek Comer, this week congratulations for 
beating out Pat Campbell for the prototype of 
Northrop’s stealth program.
Well, that’s about all. Until next week - 
same time, same page.
Alpha Gamma Delta
Hello to all, hope everyone enjoyed the mini 
vacation last week — the weather certainly 
cooperated with us. The pledges took advan­
tage of the evening — great time. You guys 
looked great and your entertainment fit right 
in. Every class did a great job. Thank you to 
the seniors for sharing so many of your 
“memories” from your college lives. Juniors, 
next time we’ll try to give you more than five 
minutes. Sophomores, you guys look all ready 
for spring break.
Congratulations to Karen Chmieleski on 
being awarded the Carolyn McCabee Sco- 
larship for this year’s AGD junior class, thanks 
go out to all who help with our chapter’s
nominations for Recognition ’90. 
Goodluck to all and HVD!
Phi Sigma Sigma
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 
GAMMA IOTA PLEDGES FOR CONQUER­
ING SPIRIT WEEK! The sisters had a grand 
time escorting you through the activities of the 
week. Debbie and Donna thank you, in particu­
lar, for singing so loudly/so often. It was a 
week full of silence, bag ripping, candy, and 
unity. But you made it, congrats. Supreme-est 
recognition are in order of Patty D„ Dianna F., 
and the Pledge Committee for their intense 
preparation and their obvious success with the 
pledge class!!!
Cheers to Karin R., Sue M., Chris D., and 
their apartment for the festivities on Friday.
(Belated) HAPPY 2 1 ST BIRTHDAY to 
Lisa Di. Personal Hi’s to Carmen B., Dara Z., 
Teresa C., and Jeanette S. 15 days until the end 
o ' the term. Until we meet again, LITP.
Sigma Pi
Back again — two weeks in a row! In sports, 
the swim meet is coming up. Let’s put it 
together and take I st for the fourth consecutive 
eyar! The Sigma Pi Bowling Demons have 
kept a 38-2 record-keep it up, guys. D-team is 
still on fire-balls in one hand, beverage in the 
other.
Kim, just remember HE’S OURS! Good to 
see King and Chasse are such good pals. And 
was it really false advertising? Black Hole 
social events coming up-keep your mugs 
ready. (You realize you guys look like idiots.) 
Plerde-how’s hand-Dube? Tippy-find a home. 
Do you work or are you just eternally ham­
mered? Who was that luscious blonde I saw 
you with Tuesday night, Brian L.? don’t even 
try to deny it happened. Kugel also on the 
move-repeat tonight?
I swear you pledges will never leam-how 
can we keep you if all the dorms on campus 
won’t? And Kenard-if you have personal 
problems you can talk to us about it (don’t feel 
like you have to fling yourself off Bancroft 
Tower). You didn’t get any phone numbers, 
Goober.
Old business: Krack, watch where you put 
your BEMHOs. Shane is now a lost cause- 
alert, warning!
Until next time... TSRAR.
Tau Kappa Epsilon
Congrats to TKE-A bowling for being first 
place overall in the league. Pledges, keep up 
the psych and the good work, you have hard 
part behind you - Let’s go for another run, shall 
we? Abe, you look sooo thirsty. Happy 
Birthday, again to Sparky - hey, that was 
SOME picture. OUTSTANDING. Communi­
cation Breakdown - only 7 pledges!!?? Hey 
can you look at this page? Congrats to Walt for 
being last weeks POW and also to Chris H for 
receiving last weeks F-award. Frater Wagen- 
sonner (Ereeeek), do eat your peas or else! 
Let’s all hope that Chuke’s car finds it’s way 
home in one piece - or several. Is that a 
Rattlesnake I hear - Nahhh... take care all.
Zeta Psi
Greetings from the gutter. It’s kind of soft, 
wet, and squishy, but you find lots of interest­
ing (subliminal) things down here. Hey, is that 
you, Lt. Col. North? Oh well, time for this 
week’s fly bait. First of all, let’s congratulate 
(subliminal) all the new brothers initiated on 2/ 
3 (in no particular order): Christopher Marr, 
Kieth W argat, Jam es Wil l iam Murphy,  
Frederick Nyle Parmenter, Jr, Christopher 
Rock Merkle, Lucas Young, Christopher 
David Coyle, Christopher DeVries, Johnathan 
Oscar Jacobson, and Shane Michael Stanek. 
here’s some news: Joe and Nate finally con­
tacted their travel agent Bobby. Hey Murph, 
why not drool (subliminal) all the time while 
sleeping, you won’t have to do laundry. 
Sympathy to Chris while he’s going through 
his nic-fits. How about those soggy pretzel 
stiks? Mmm-Mmm. Pete, did you enjoy being 
secret squared (subliminal) for ten minutes. 
And you, Frankyplucka! Look out, it’s Sue the 
megabitch! Special thanx to Amy (subliminal) 
for our new troubles. Entertainment news: 
Jefferey is alive and well and going back in teh 
studio. Art, I wanted a Coke! Forgive me, I ’m 
a little lysdexic. Would you like some creamy 
polish? Awesome Caligula night, boys. Janie
got a kak. Those 12 Hours of Robotech (sub­
liminal) really wiped me out. 36,26,35. It’s the 
leather factor. The tenacious kak conducted 
the profound facade in a melancholy manner. I 
am number 2, you are number 6. I am not a 
number, I am a free man!! Numba kopt a feel 
and the dust (subliminal) never fell off the 
brick. Piglet says nus is hung like a horse (you 
know what’s the best). Andy says save the 
whales, and the elephants (cut of the poachers’ 
noses!) Legalize spiritual (subliminal) devel­
opment. Nice hat, Dan. The Papal procession 
of Rush heads will proceed to Sout Caroloina 
soon. B52 Baby way up in the sky, come drop 
your lovin on me child. Guess who (sublimi­
nal) likes New Speds on the Block? Round 2!! 
The game has begun. And don’t forget that 
sped loser shit who let his rec pin (subliminal) 
get in the wrong hands, but I don’t know who 
that could be. See you soon, D Phi E! Pete, you 
have enough women in the house, you don’t 
have to chase Tania (subliminal) across cam­
pus. Yes, it’s very long. Big fat hairy deal! Till 
Jimm cooks kitty fritters for breakfast, it’s 
been Totally Subliminal, nuff said.
f  STANLEY H. KAPLAN
£  Take Kaplan Or Take Your Chances
7 5 7 -T E S T
For other locations call 800-KAP-ItSl
LSAT 
GMAT 
GRE
The Test Is When?
C lasses F o rm in g  N ow .
G E T  O N  T H E  H O R N ! 
S tu d e n t P h o n o th o n  A p ril 1 - 1 0 , 1 9 9 0
Have you participated in the Student Phonothon before? If so, you know it’s two weeks of fun, food and frenzy 
with lots of great prizes awarded in a variety of categories. If not, this is the year to join! New groups and 
independents are welcome to join over twenty groups that participated in the Student Phonothon last year.
If you’d like to join us but haven’t been contacted, simply complete the form below and forward it to us by February 
22,1990. Hope to see you in April!
Student Phonothon Co-Chairs
Julie Bolton ’90 
Peter Tousignannt ’90
Name:_____________________________________________  
Phone:_____________________________________________  
Box:_______________________________________________
Group Affiliation:_____________________________________
Please forward to Julie Bolton, Box 1182 by February 22,1990
T uesday February 1 3 ,1 9 9 0 NEWSPEAK P age 1 £
CLASSIFIEDS
Newspeak will run classifieds tree lor all WPI students, faculty, and staff. Free classifieds are limited to six (6) lines. Ads 
of a commercial nature and ads longer than six lines must be paid for at the off campus/commercial rate of $3.00 for the first six 
lines and 50 cents per additional line.
Classified ads must be paid for in advance.
No information which, in the opinion of the Newspeak editors, would identify an individual to the community will be printed 
in a personal ad. The editors reserve the right to refuse any ad deemed to be in bad taste or many ads from one group or individual 
on one subject.
The deadline for ads is the Friday before publication.
All classified ads must be on individual sheets of paper and must be accompanied by the writer's name, address and phone
CANNON! The war has begun! 
Thanks for the ride on your penguin. By 
the way, how did the Worcester Fire Dept, 
get invited to your barbecue and we 
didn’t? LITTLE/BIG GUNS
Remember summer is coming! Look 
hot sailing in a Laser sailboat. Call Now! 
$6CK)orB.O. 3 available. These boats will 
do you right. 792-3425. Team WPI Sail 
Rocks!
I wonder if an owl with a prosthetic leg 
can perch on a composite beam.
Phi Sig Sig Pledges: You made it! 
90 days to Grad. Party Feb 18.
Come on guys! Burn DAKA, not 
Fuller!
Wanted: Some Bats for the Vlads.
MUST SELL: Commodore 64 Color 
Computer, disk drive and joysticks. I’ll 
throw in a bunch of games! All Documen­
tation and boxes. Like new! Works on any 
TV. great for the kids or the experimenter. 
GREAT BUY at $225.00 Call Bob I. at
792-1375 or box 1993. Everything goes 
together!
It’s over Patty Dube —  You did an 
excellent job.
Cannon! We need a boyfriend like you. 
W e’ll bring our own sleeping bags. Guns
guns.
What’s happening with the phone lines 
on April 1st to 10th? Wait to see!!
John Phoenix, where have you gone?
Happy Valentine’s Day Nancy M. from 
the gang in 313!
Congratulations Phi Sig Pledges!
DUDE —  A cannon will cream a couple 
of guns any day.
Now offering: All day seminar on How 
to Find Your Way From Braintree to 
Worcester. Including: How to find the 
same exit you’ve been taking for 4 years. 
Contact your roommate for details.
Congrats to all of the new Phi Sig Sig 
sisters!
CANNON —  The shower’s still on. 
You bring the bathmat —  you know which 
one!
SAE’s DANCECLUB in GOMPEI’S 
February 23, 1990, $2 admission. Pro­
ceeds to benefit charity. CHECK IT 
OUT!!!!
“The more I look at her picture, the 
more I know I couldn’t possibly be at­
tracted to her; and frankly I don’t see how 
you are.” - Mike W.
Name____________________ 
Address__________________
A llo w  o n ly  30 ch ara cters p e r line
I________________________________________
Wanted: Scott’s Circuit Analysis text­
book from A and B term. Will pay cash, 
call Mike 792-5249 or box 2817.
B.O.W. Club: Candidate # 11 rated 7.4. 
W atney’s was slodgy, ch ocolatey, 
opaque, dark, diligently dark, rich, and 
flagrant!
SURE!
A standing O to Patty for her great job as 
pledge mom!
Building a desk? Avoid unnecessary 
injuries - wear pants!
Phone________
Total Enclosed $.
________________________________________ I
Wanted: A decent mainframe. Contact 
CCC.
If you like free food, you’ll like the 
Phonathon.
Seniors —  Sunday —  Algiers. Be 
there!
Phi Sig Sig is psyched on their newest 
sisters!
Freeks forever!
Sisters, don’t forget your quotas!
D o n ’t  m i s s :
Comedy Night
w i t h  K e v i n  K n o x  a n d  V i n n i e  S a v o r i t o
F r i d a y ,  F e b r u a r y  1 6 th 
8  P . M .  i n  G o m p e i ’s
Page 16 NEWSPEAK Tuesday February 13,1990
Tuesday, February 13, 1990
7:30 pm - Cinematech: “A Dry White Season,” Kinnicutt 
7:30 pm - Men’s Basketball vs Nichols
Wednesday, February 14, 1990
9:00 am - 12:00 am - D term course changes, Harrington 
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm - D term course changes, Harrington 
3:00 pm and 8:00 pm - Film: “Romero,” Kimball Theatre, Holy Cross, $1.50 
4:00 pm - Chemistry Colloquium, “Carbon-Carbon Bond Formation via Intramolecular 1,4- 
Dipolar Cycloaddition,” GH 217 
8:00 pm - Video: “Stir Crazy,” Gompei's
Thursday, February 15, 1990
9:00 am - 12:00 am - D term course changes, Harrington 
1:00 pm - 4:00 pm - D term course changes, Harrington
11:00 am - Al Research Group Meeting, “An Introduction to the KARDIO System”, Fuller 
Labs 311
2:30 pm - Digital Equipment Corporation lecture and Infinite Voyage Film screening, “The 
Future of the Past,” Perrault Lecture Hall, Fuller Labs 
5:00 pm - “The Future of Fire Protection Engineering,” lecture, Higgins 101A
Friday, February 16, 1990
11:00 am - Computer Science Colloquium, Fuller Labs 320 
7:00 pm - Film: “Dad,” Kimball Theatre, Holy Cross, $1.50 
WPI Winter Weekend begins 
8:00 pm - Comedy Show, Gompei’s, $1.00
Saturday, February 17, 1990
12:00 am - Video Double Feature: “On Her Majesty’s Secret Service” and “Better Off Dead,” 
Gompei’s
6:00 pm - 12:00 pm - WPI Snowball 1990, Worcester Marriott, $20/person, $35/couple 
7:00 pm - Film: “Dad,” Kimball Theatre, Holy Cross, $1.50
Sunday, February 18, 1990
10:00 am - 4:00 pm - Mt. Wachusett Ski Trip, buses leave Wedge at 9 am, $25/person, $ 14 for 
rentals
6:30 pm and 9:30 pm - The Reel Thing: “See No Evil, Hear No Evil,” Kinnicutt, $2.00 
Monday, February 19, 1990
7:00 pm and 9:00 pm - Film: “To Catch a Thief,” Hogan Campus Center, room 519, Holy Cross
S A N R E M O ’S
EXPERT HAIR CUTTERS
Student special 
Hair Design
$ 1 1 . 0 0
Reg. $16.00
237 Park Ave 
Worcester, MA
F e a t u r i n g  
P r e c i s i o n  h a i r c u t t i n g
FOR MEN AND WOMEN.
C o l o r i n g ,  p e r m s ,
CREW CUTS, FLAT TOPS
Perms
$ 2 9 . 9 5
Reg. $49.00
We are near you 
1/4 mile from WPI Next to Park 
View Tower
POLICE LOG
Sunday, January 21, 1990
2:01am. - Call received about a fight in front of Founders Hall, Sergeant and Officer respond. Upon 
arrival no confrontation observed, a large crowd has dispersed. Officers standby until area is 
clear.
2:15am. - Call received regarding a large fight at 1 Mass Ave. Sergeant and Officer respond. 
Officers report just a boisterous group walking down Salisbury St. Fight unfounded.
3:06am. - Call received from the RA Riley Hall re: inebriated student possibly bleeding. Officer 
responds and advises student left bldg. and was located in Stoddard and directed to his room, 
no injury observed.
3:07am. - Theta Chi Fraternity calls re: disorderly female, Sergeant responds and advises female is 
a non-student, had a slight disagreement with a student. Situation rectified, Sergeant escorts 
female from premises.
Wednesday, January 24, 1990
2:06am. - Sergeant reports speaking with fraternity members from Phi Kappa Theta regarding loud 
noise and music within fraternity.
8:42am. - Secretary from Fire Safety calls re: larceny of computers, Sergeant responds. Incident 
under investigation.
Friday, January 26, 1990
7:19pm. Call received reporting a pedestrian accident in front of Daniels Hall, Officers respond and 
advise. Accident involved two motor vehicles, student has slight shin injury. Transported to 
Worcester Memorial via cruiser.
Saturday January 27, 1990
12:10am. - Two complaints received re: loud music, Founders 4th fl. Sergeant responds with RA. 
Incident involved two rms. on 4th fl. students talked to advised, and music lowered.
WEEKLY SAFETY TIP: If you observe someone on campus that you feel does not belong and/
or is acting suspiciously, contact the campus police with a description of said subject and the last
known whereabouts.
PARTY!! PARTY!!
9 0  D A Y S
to
G R A D U A T I O N
S e n i o r s :
J o i n  t h e  C l a s s  o f  ’9 0  t o  
C e l e b r a t e ! !
W e ’r e  a l m o s t  d o n e ! !
Sunday February 18,1990
@  A l g i e r s  -  3 4 0  M a i n  S t r e e t
( n o  j e a n s  o r  s n e a k e r s )
$3  c o v e r  -  a l l  p r o c e e d s  t o  
s e n i o r  c l a s s
You are invited to a presentation of ... 
“INVESTIGATION OF THE AIDS 
DRUG DEVELOPMENT AND 
APPROVAL PROCESS” 
An IQP completed by Kenneth James and Ira Nydick at 
the UCLA AIDS Center in D-term, 1989 
Supported by the Class of ’75 IQP START-UP FUND 
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 19 
7:00 pm 
SALISBURY 104 
Refreshments
